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RESEARCH WORKSHOP ON EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
January 21-22, 1974

Sloan School of Management, M.I.T.

Monday, January 21, 1974

REGISTRATION
Kresge Auditorium

8:30 a.m.

OPENING PLENARY SESSION

Kresge Auditorium, Little Theater
Phyllis A. Wallace, Presiding

&gt; Co) - Introductory Remarks

— Welcome - Dean William F. Pounds, Sloan School of

Management

2:15 = 12:15 - PERSPECTIVES ON RESEARCH ON EQUAL EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITY

Patricia Gurin, Ph.D. = University of Michigan
"Psychological Issues in the Study of Employment
Discrimination"

9:40 - Ray Marshall, Ph.D. = University of Texas at Austir
"Black Employment in the South"

10:10 - Barbara Bergmann, Ph.D. - University of Maryland
"Planning for Affirmative Action"

10:30 - Comments and Questions

9:15 =

10:45 ~ Coffee Break

12:30

11:00 - Ernest Green and Lamond Godwin = Recruitment and

Training, Inc.
"Equal Employment Opportunity in the Construction
Industry"
Judith Long Laws, Ph.D. = Cornell University
"Psychological Dimensions of Women's Work Force
Participation"
Bernard Cohen, Ph.D. - Queens College, City
University of New York
"Equal Employment Opportunity in Local Government:
A Case Study of the New York City Police Department”

12: 00 - Comments and Questions

Lunch: Faculty Club
Alfred P. Sloan Building, Sixth Floor
Introduction to Workshops
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2:60 = 5:00 —- CONCURRENT WORKSHOPS

Workshop Room

Public Employment E52-365 Dean Abraham J. Siegel

E52-450 Mary P. Rowe, Ph.D.

Private Employment E52-363 Charles A. Myers, Ph.D.

EEO and Manpower E52-232 Peter B. Doeringer, Ph.D.

Utilization of Research E52-369 Bernard E. Anderson, Ph.D.

Alternates: Ruth G. Shaeffer, Ph.D. and
John J. Cardwell, Ph.D.

3:15 - Coffee Break, Schell Room, E52-461

RECEPTION AND DINNER AT CHARLES RIVER SUITE AT SONESTA HOTEL,
5 CAMBRIDGE PARKWAY, CAMBRIDGE
6:00 - 6:30 - Reception

6:30 - 8:00 ~ Dinner

Address: George B. Rockwell
President and Chief Executive Officer
State Street Bank and Trust Company
of Boston

Tuesday, January 22, 1974

SECOND PLENARY SESSION

93:00 - 12:15 ~- PERSPECTIVES ON RESEARCH ON EQUAL EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITY

9:00 - Alice Kidder, Ph.D. - North Carolina A&amp;T State

University
"Changes in Minority Participation in the Textile
Industry"
Orley Ashenfelter, Ph.D. and James Heckman, Ph.D. -
Princeton University and University of Chicago
"Changes in Employment Patterns for Minorities and
Women, 1966-1970"

3.20
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12:10

9:40 - Solomon Polachek, Ph.D. = University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill
"Differences in Expected Post School Investment
as a Determinant of Market Wage Differentials"

10:00 = Comments and Questions

10:15 - Coffee Break

10:30 - Charles Holt, Ph.D. - The Urban Institute

"Segmentation and Barriers in the Labor Market"
10:55 = Jerolyn Lyle, Ph.D. - The American University

"Occupational Discrimination on the Basis of Sex"
11:15 - Glenn Loury and Ronald Ferguson - M.I.T.

"The Dynamics of Employment Discrimination”
11:35 - Comments and Questions

Lunch: Faculty Club
Alfred P. Sloan Building, Sixth Floor

THIRD PLENARY SESSION

1:30 - 3:30 Reports from Workshops and Plenary Sessions
Schell Room, E52-461
Sloan Building

Discussants of Papers

Marcus Alexis, Ph.D. = Northwestern University
James E. Annable, Jr., Ph.D. - M.I.T.
David Copus, Esquire - EEOC
Bennett Harrison, Ph.D. - M.I.T.
Ronald Oaxaca, Ph.D. - University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Michael Piore, Ph.D. - M.I.T.
Barbara Reagan, Ph.D. = Southern Methodist University

Rapporteurs

Richard Baehr
Thomas Bentley
Annette LaMond
Robert Moser

Agnes Ngai
William Suojanen
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JOTE: 793 of 910 female employees (87%) were classified in labor grade 1-4,

7 of 697 male employees (1%) were classified in labor grade 1-4,
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SAMPLES OF DEPARTMENT OF LABOR SURVEYS

Taken from Daily Labor Report

ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA - October 1974 - May 5, 1975
Men

Order Fillers S 5.48
Packers 4,21

Women

$3.55
3.68

GREENSBORO-WINSTON-SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA - August 1974 - 2/10/75

Typists, Class B 153.00 119.50
Computer Programmers 216.00 186.50

LOS ANGELES-LONG BEACH. CALIFORNJA - October 1974 - 5/13/75

Payroll Clerks 209.50
Drafters, Class A 236.50
Computer Systems Analysts (ClassA) 335.50

(ClassB) 296.00

MIAMI, FLORIDA - October 1974 - 3/21/75

Accounting Clerks, Class A 185.50
Computer Operators. Class B 174.50

168.00
218.50
302.00
274,50

161.00
148.00

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND - August 1974 - 2/13/75

Order Clerks 164.50
Computer Programmers (Class B) 225,50

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS - Avnust 1074 .. 2/26/75

Order Fillers

Packers, Shipping

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS - May 1974 - 1/13/75

Packers, Shipping (Manufacturing) 4,01

DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA - August 1974 - 2/24 '75

Janitors, Porters, and Cleaners 2.56

118.00
204.50

2.86
2.65

3.18

J .16





PARTICIPANTS
CONFERENCE ON OCCUPATIONAL

May 21-23, 1975
SEGREGATION

*Walter Adams
Department of Economics
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 48823

Kenneth Arrow
Department of Economics
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Jane Aufenkamp
Federation of Organizations for

Professional Women
Room 1122

1346 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D, C. 20036

x :

Francine Blau
Center for Human Resources Research

Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43201

*Martha Blaxall
Institute of Medicine

National Academy of Sciences
Washington, D. C, 20418

*Kenneth Boulding
Institute of Behavioral Science

University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Elise Boulding
Department of Sociology
Institute of Behavioral Science
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Lucy Cardwell
Department of Economics
Economic Growth Center

Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut 06520

Jane Chapman
Center for Women Policy Studies
2000 P Street, N.W,, Suite 508
Washington, D. C. 20008

Mary Jo Bane
Center for Research on Women

Wellesley College
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181

Paula Barron

Russell Sage Foundation
230 Park Avenue
New York. New York 10017

Robin Bartlett
Department of Economics
Denison University
Granville, Ohio 43023

*Carolyn Shaw Bell
Department of Economics
Wellesley College
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181

Mary E. Corcoran
Department of Political Science
College of Social Science
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 48824

Carl Degler
Department of History
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

Barbara Bergmann
Project on Economics of Discrimination
Nugent House
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland 20742

Jessie Bernard
National Institute of Education

Department of Health, Education and
Welfare

Washington, D. C. 20203

Carolyn Elliott
Center for Research on Women

Wellesley College
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181

Roslyn L, Feldberg
Department of Sociology
Boston University
Boston, Massachusetts 02115

Joan Fiss Bishop
Career Services

Wellesley College
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181
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University of Illinois
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Center for Women Policy Studies
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Radcliffe Institute
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Emily Hoffman
Department of Economics
University of Massachusetts
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Dean of the College
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Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181

Carol Adaire Jones
The Urban Institute
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Washington, D, C, 20036
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Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43201
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Radcliffe Institute
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Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
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Department of Sociology
Brandeis University
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Ohio State University
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Department of Economics
Wellesley College
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Department of Economics
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Brown University
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Hoover Institution

Stanford University
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Cornell University
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Graduate School of Business Administration
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305
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Rockefeller Family Fund
49 West 49th Street
New York, New York 10020

Sara Lightfoot
Graduate School of Education
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Jean Lipman-Blumen
National Institute of Education
Department of Health, Education and

Welfare
Washington, D, C. 20203

Cynthia Lloyd
Department of Economics
Barnard College
Columbia University
New York, New York 10027

Nira Long
Coordinator
Women in Development
Agency for International Development
Room 2664, Department of State
Washington, D. C.

“Janice Madden
Department of Regional Science
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
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Office of Research and Statistics
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Karen Mason

Population Studies Center
University of Michigan
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Radcliffe Institute
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Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
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Department of Anthropology
Brown University
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Jean Miller
Harvard Medical School
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S. M, Miller
Department of Sociology
Boston University
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Department of Agricultural Economics
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Wesleyan University
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President

Wellesley College
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General Counsel
International Union of Electrical Workers
1126 16th Street
Washington, D, C.

Janet Norwood

Deputy Commissioner
Bureau of Labor Statistics
441 G Street, N,W.
Washington, D, C. 20212
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Department of Economics
Regis College
Westen, Massachusetts (2193
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Department of Sociology
Boston University
Boston, Massachusetts 02115
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Wellesley College
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Wayne State University
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*Isabel Sawhill
The Urban Institute
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Center for Research on Women

Wellesley College
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181
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School of Law

Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

Freye Lund Sonenstein
St. Joseph's College
West Hartford, Connecticut 06117

Jayne Spain
Vice Chairman
United States Civil Service Commission

Washington, D., C. 20415

Mary Stevenson
Department of Economics
University of Massachusetts
Boston, Massachusetts

Vivien Stewart

Program Officer
Carnegie Corporation
437 Madison Avenue
New York. New York 10022

Catharine R., Stimpson
Department of English
Barnard College
Columbia University
New York, New York 10027

*Myra Strober
Graduate School of Business Administration
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

Brereton Sturtevant
Examiner-in-Chief
United States Patent Office

8703 Highgate Road
Alexandria, Virginia 22308



Sandra Tangri
Director
Office of Research
United States Civil
Washington, D, C,

Rita F. Taubenfeld
Law School

Southern Methodist University
Dallas, Texas 75275

“Nancy Teeters
Committee on the Budget
U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, D, C. 20515

Rights Commission
20425

Harriet Zellner
Department of Economics
Douglass College
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

Irene Tinker
American Association for the Advancement

of Science
1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D, C., 20008

Sheila Tobias
Associate Provost

Wesleyan University
Middletown, Connecticut 06457

Michelle Toomey
Project on Human Sexual Development
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Elizabeth Waldman
Bureau of Labor Statistics
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D, C. 20212

*Phyllis A. Wallace
Sloan School
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Mary Roth Walsh
Radcliffe Institute
3 James Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Susan Williamson

Department of Mathematics
Regis College
Weston, Massachusetts 02139

*AEA, Committee on the Status of Women in the Economics Profession.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management

50 Memorial Drive
Cambridge Massachusetts 02139

industrial Relations Section

June 18, 1974

The Reverend John Crocker, Jr.
The Technology and Culture Seminar
312 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Mr. Crocker:

1 regret that the condition of faculty participation
on the Merit and Equality in a Just Society seminar is so
restrictive. Under a grant from the National Science
Foundation I have conducted three research workshops at
M.I.T. on equal employment opportunity. Many of the issues
to be discussed in the Technology Seminar were noted by par-
ticipants at the M.I.T.-Sloan School workshops.

I am enclosing a copy of the program, summaries of
papers, research recommendations from the first two work-
shops. If participation in the faculty discussion sessions
~ould be considered on a part-time basis, I would be pleased
to attend.

Sincerely,

Phyllis A. Wallace
Visiting Professor of

Management

YioA
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management

50 Memorial Drive

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Industrial Relations Section

February 14, 1974

RESEARCH WORKSHOP ON EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

We promised to make available at an early date the
recommendations from the workshops of the recent conference
on equal employment opportunity. Since participants at the
final plenary sessicn did not have an opportunity to comment
on the recommendations, you may wish tc do so now. Many of
the recommendations will need to ke examined in the succesed-

ing workshops.

In addition to the recommendations from this confererce,
we have listed the priority recommendations from Working Grour
II, Committee on Econcmic Discrimination Against Minorities.
This interagency committee was chaired by Frank M. Dunbaugh,
Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division,
Department of Justice.

Phyllis A. Wallace
ws A
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Abraham J. Siegel

The participants in the Workshop on Equal Employment

Opportunity in Public Employment generated the following list of questions

which in their view constituted a feasible research agenda in this area.

The questions focused on issues of both strategic and tactical sig-

nificance.

1. Are there areas or agencies in public employment where

minorities and/or women are concentrated or employed in substantial

numbers? What factors might account yor this? How strategic are these

factors in shaping the progress to be made in improving employment.for

minorities and/or women in the public sector?

2. What will be the impact of public employee unionism on

hiring and advancement of minority groups? What has the impact been

up tonow? In reviewing past experience, could we also seek to relate

variations in experience in the private sector as between craft and in-

dustrial unions? What sorts of union structures might be most effective

in encouraging minority employment in the public sector?

The group recognized that a caveat needs to be kept in mind in

trying to draw any implications concerning the relation of particular

collective bargaining structure to a good EEO record. That is to say,

it was realized that such good performance might be more fundamentally

generated by some common underlying factor rather than attributable

directly to a causal relationship running from union structure to EEO

performance.
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3. What will be the impact of shifting from the "great society"

to the "new federalism" mode of allocating resources? In the former

style, substantial increases in the numbers of minorities in public employ-

ment were directly attributable to the generation of new federal agencies

focusing on social and communal problems which employed minorities in

large numbers. Under the latter style, a relevant question arises con-

cerning the shifts in employment which may accompany the shift from

federal to more local administrative centers for dealing with some of these

social issues.

4, How significant is the "great man" as against the "institution"?

That is, does it make any difference in the speed of progress with which

equal employment opportunity is advanced or not to have a strong attitude

concerning this issue at the top of an organization or will penetration

rates be more affected by the nature of the organization? (In a sense

this may be a version of one question implied in the first issue which was

raised by the group concerning an appropriate model for accounting for

high concentration of minority and/or female employment in different

portions of the public sector.)

5. How strong are patterns of informal organization groupings

in nurturing or maintaining a variety of patterns of job discrimination?

5, Who should bear the real resource cost of "gambling" on

a variety of statistical predictors with people hired on non-Civil Service
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or merit basis? Is valid statistical discrimination allowable? Who

suffers because of statistical discrimination and what is the real cost

to the taxpayer of adopting statistical predictors as guideposts in the

selection of employees?

7. Are selection tests for public employment valid in the sense

that they have a clear relationship to subsequent performance on the

job? I.e., there was a suggestion for more of the sort of study which

Mr. Cohn described in connection with the New York police case which

he described to the group yesterday.

8. What has been the character and effectiveness of the

organizational socialization process where affirmative employment

action has been attempted and succeeded? What steps may be taken to

abet an effective socialization process?

9. What is the effect of either an absolute preference or a

point system of veterans' preference on public employment of minorities

and women ?



National Science Foundation Workshop on
Economics of Discrimination, January, 1974

Report of Workshop II - EEO in Educational Institutions

Mary P. Rowe, Ph.D.

eg 1974

Overview

The group was strongly in favor of further research in the area

of EEO in education, saying, for instance, 'It is extraordinary how little

is known after half a decade of urgency in affirmative action. " Several

participants felt there should be more quantitative study. Case studies

of success and failure were even more strongly pushed:

. in order to make explicit what ""success'' and 'failure' may be;

.in order to track process as well as "output'’;

,in order better to understand the psychological as well as

aconomic processes;

.in order to see a complex process for the complex process it

really is, and illustrate alternatives for action that are appropriate to

institutions which differ greatly from each other. Several participants

suggested this would best be done with a critical incident study ("what

happens just after a university receives its first affirmative action letter/

first rejection of AAP, etc. ?'")

This workshop had no formal papers to discuss. We had, therefore,

2 blackboard with questions suggested on each of the three workshop topics.



These topics were discussed and amended. Questions marked with an

asterisk were those most discussed.

Workshop Topics

I. Affirmative Action Planning

® Do AAPs cover the right subjects? What about addressing segre-

gation by occupation systematically, as in recruiting men into "female"

occupations, and whites into "minority occupations’? What about paternity

leave, gliding work schedules for men as well as women?

¥ ¢ Does AA cover things in the right way? Are rules set up for

business appropriate to education? For example, is utilization analysis appropriate

for tenured professions where the pool is miniscule and may be "one" or

"none'"'? Awitn or without utilization analysis for top positions, will progress

at the bottom continue up?)

Isn't AA a pretty heavy, clumsy tool to address the ranges of problems of

discrimination! How about ranges of action for ranges of problems?

Is the legislation properly cast? How about ''carrots' rather than sticks -

can AA be less punitive ?

Is it appropriate to put the onus for suits on aggrieved persons; is it just

to force the victim to fight for redress? Are there alternatives?

» will AA be successful? How would we measure success? Where

success occurs, why and how does it? This was felt to be the question most

in need of a case study, to get operational, de facto data rather than rhetoric.

Also, this kind of study might help us understand effective technical assistance

possibilities.



e What about backlash, and subversion of AA? What is the effect on

minority and women students (now increasingly being accused of "competing

unfairly '’) ?

 ¥*% ® How do we feel about the back-up and legal machinery? Should we

rely more/less on judicial process? For example, do we need EEOC

Guidelines immediately or should we build in areas other than judicial redress?

¥X ¢ What about academic freedom, effect on tenure possibilities? Are

there alternatives to government action in academe (e.g., intra-academic

arbitration systems)? What are the alternatives to tenure and what do we

think about them? Can academe govern itself better?

iia The Effects of Adding in Sexism to AA

® Competition between minorities and women - is it real? If so what

to do?

® What to do about the minutiae of sexism as well as racism?

# Discrimination in elementary schools and high schools - the likely

effects of their having been included into AA.

» Differential effects of sexism vs. racism, with respect to integrating

formerly sex-segregated occupations. Short and long-run effects of desegre-

gating formerly female as well as male occupations. Different recruitment

patterns and different political questions attached to rectifying sexism.

¢ Should AA monitors and EEOs always be minority, and female, for

their respective concerns? If so must an organization have both minority and

female representatives? If so will these persons have the clout they need



if they are chosen on the basis of race and sex; is it better to have EEOs

and monitors who also have other functions? And is it racist/sexist to insist

that EEOs be of ""appropriate'' race and sex?

¥%. * Do we agree that EO for women and minorities represents a zero

sum game for society? Is this question different for women than for minorities?

If EO is seen as a zero sum game in long-run or short-run, does this imply

anything for what we think education is all about? How about the implication

that (women's) non-monetized work is without value?

III. Education, Employment and AA

® The need for better data; research on expected returns to education

in different fields;

¥ o Is it easier/harder to achieve EO in time of economic expansion?

The answer seems obvious, but how about the widening wage gaps between men

and women in the late 1960's? How should the answer(s) to this question affect

our basic outlook on priorities for EO (e.g. concentration on expansion: many

more shared jobs, gliding work schedules)?

% o We need to study situations where EO means expanding supply (e. g.,

engineering) vs. expanding demand (as above).

 3% ® What are the effects of population change and changing technology?

Should we be counselling people away from academe? More toward various

kinds of shorter work week. unpaid employment? What-can we do right away

about vocational counselling for both men and women. to see opportunities in

unpaid and paid employment ®



Report of the Workshop on the Private Sector

Charles A. Myers, Moderator
Ruth G. Shaeffer, Co-Moderator
Robert Moser, Rapporteur

Representatives of the private sector were joined in this

workshop by those from EEOC, OFCC, and other groups (mainly

non-governmental) as well as by several academic scholars who

gave papers earlier. The following conclusions emerged from

the discussions which covered a wider range of topics:

l. Research already reported at the morning session has

pinpointed the general problem of racial and sex discrimination

but it is not geared to what private employers or doing or

should be doing in achieving affirmative action or equal employ-

ment opportunity goals. More specifically, there has been

little or no research on different strategies of implementa-

tion of these goals, through acceptable techniques of under-

atilization analysis or goal setting. There is inadequate

standardization of terminology, especially as used by different

compliance agencies. Research is needed on the results of

agreements reached between private firms and EEOC or OFCC.

Some internal studies are being done by the Bell System, which

may be released, and at least one sociologist as consultant

to New England Telephone hopes to complete an evaluation of

the implementation of the EEOC agreement in that Bell System

Company.

2. Psychological research on effective methods of achiev-

ing EEO goals would emphasize the nature of the internal reward

system which affects line managers and supervisors. For example,



methods of evaluating managerial and supervisory performance

which include achieving "affirmative action" targets; bonuses

tied to this achievement, other non-financial incentives,

and bottom-up target setting by employee groups are all worth

specific study.

3. The value of employer participation with enforcement

agencies (EEOC-OFCC) in setting affirmative action goals, as

in the Bell System agreement, have positive values in recog-

nizing the need for participation, as opposed to litigation

and court orders, in achieving meaningful change. The time

may now be ripe for voluntary compliance through EEOC, which

has now established an Office of Voluntary Compliance, and

has issued a two-volume manual for employers on "Affirmative

Action and Equal Employment Opportunity." The U.S.E.S. also

has a package of methods of underutilization analysis and

goal setting for use by employers seeking to be in voluntary

compliance. If these efforts succeed, research could be

directed to the effectiveness of such voluntary compliance,

as employers seek this route-with all the help and guidance

they can get from the enforcement agencies.

4. Professor Patricia Gurin pointed out that if EEOC or

OFCC could provide researchers with two sets of firms, those

which have used innovative and successful methods of achieving

targets, and those which have been less successful, then

research could compare the experience in these two groups,

with no specific firms identified as such. Research should

~oncentrate on the organizational factors which explain the
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difference between the two groups of firms. Most present

research hasn't been designed to get at this kind of analysis

of firm differences. Research which is intended to find

"victims" will not succeed.

5. Research on experience of particular firms by outside

researchers is subject to lack of confidence and lack of trust

if the firm is identified and may be subject to further 1iti-

gation, or believes that this will be a risk. Thus Professor

Gurin's suggested research method has much to commend it.

Professor Myers concluded with a comment as a colleague

of Professor Phyllis Wallace - a comment which he had not been

able to make in the brief morning introductions prior to the

presentation of research papers. While Phyllis Wallace had

acknowledged the help of her colleagues in the Industrial

Relations Section and the Sloan School, this research work-

shop conference, Myers pointed out, is the result of her hard

work, outstanding ability, and wide circle of contacts which

she has in the field of employment discrimination. We are

pleased that the Sloan School has been host for this conference,

but the real credit should go to Dr. Wallace, and Myers

initiated the applause she deserved.
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Room G-2
1737 CAMBRIDGE STREET

CAMBRIDGE, MassacHuseTTs 02138
(617) 495-2109

January 31, 1974

To: Professor Phyllis Wallace

From: Peter B. Doeringer

Re: Report of Workshop on Manpower and Equal Employment Opportunity

The discussion in the Workshop was far-ranging —— covering

ropics of research, experimentation, public administration, and research

implementation. In developing a proposed research agenda, I have sought

to organize and consolidate the materials discussed under four separate

headings, and to use the specific examples of research mentioned to

illustrate more general areas of research interest. Such an exercise

inevitably entails some editorial comment and interpretation. Although

I may have occasionally strayed beyond the boundaries of the workshop

discussion, I have sought to preserve its sense and spirit.

[. Areas of Pure Research

IL. There was considerable discussion on labor market segmentation

of a variety of kinds -- the channeling activities of labor market and

social institutions, the effect of competitive labor market processes upon

earnings, and the general area of barriers to employment. More generally,

these propositions are related to the question of what factors determine

career employment patterns and what factors determine dead-end employment

patterns. Related issues include:

What are the market and institutional influences shaping
observed career patterns in the labor market?

{Continued



What accounts for the persistance of certain career
employment patterns over long periods of time?

What are the factors that lead to the decay or breaking

apart of career patterns and the formation of new

career patterns?

To what extent are careers formed through external
labor market mobility, and to what extent through
{nternal labor market mobility?

Can the career paths characterizing the dominant section
of the American work force -- better educated, white males

—— be reproduced for women and minorities?

What differences between men and women, or between whites

and blacks, will require modification of traditional
male career routes?

More specific research topics include:

+)

hy)

c)

To what extent does the family, the school system, formal
and informal labor market information systems, licensure
arrangements, and enterprise practices, create channels
in the labor market? At what point is such channeling
critical to career formation, and at what point or points
in the channeling process should policy intervention occur?

what does work experience mean? Is it possible to get a
fuller understanding of how factors such as job content,
supervisory behavior, personnel policies, and co-
worker attitudes are likely to affect career development at

the workplace?

What factors determine the formation of attitudes and
expectations in the labor force? How do these vary by
race and sex?

A second area of research interest involved the possibility

of "rehabiliting" some of the lower paying or dead-end labor markets

within which women and minority groups seem to be crowded. Can we

better understand the forces operating in casual labor markets, in

domestic service, and in the area of the self-employed. to see whether

intervention in such markets can improve the career and earnings

potential of sectors where workers facing discrimination are
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traditionally employed?

3. Finally, there was some sentiment for developing programs for

the assessment and evaluation of regulatory activities in the labor

market, to shed light both on the influence of labor market regulation

and on the longer term effect of regulatory activities. Examples

mentioned included the follow-up of EEO enforcement activities, the

effect of minimum wage legislation, overlap of compliance activities

including court actions, voluntary affirmative actions programs, and

training programs directly related to EEO activities. There was also

mention of analyzing the strategic role of EEO pressure in manpower

development and personnel assessment within the firm. Essential to

such analysis is, of course, the question of the long-term internal

adjustment process to manpower training and affirmative action programs.

Do employers and unions reject or accept compliance arrangements? Do

they seek to further objectives that are unrelated to EEQ? To what

extent does the manpower development and utilization system within the

firm become altered as a result of EEO activities? Are there unintended

or long-range results of EEO activities that were not contemplated at

the time of the initial compliance activity? |

4. ~~ These research suggestions, I believe, imply that this Workshop

would second the general plea for greater diversity among the social science

disciplines studying EEO and Manpower problems. One approach is to en-

courage wider participation by under-represented disciplines and this

already seems to be occurring. An alternative, and one perhaps

favored by the National Science Foundation, is to encourage more inter-

disciplinary team research in order to broaden the disciplinary research

2 A  Ca
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base. A third approach is to use research funds selectively to en-

courage projects that will operate at the edge of a discipline rather

than at its central core.

[I. Research, Experimentation, and Program Development

There was some discussion of the need to stimulate

social science experimentation in policy areas related to EEO

activities that can be accompanied by a carefully designed research

component. Candidates for such experimentation included: the effect

of various day-care arrangements upon female labor supply, testing

alternative placement mechanisms and the

restructuring of procedures and incentives for personnel development

within the enterprise.

III. Research and Technical Assistance

The workshop considered a variety of quasi-research activities

that would provide assistance to EEO efforts. Among these.

were technical issues such as criteria and standards for compliance,

projections of supply and demand by occupation, and the development

and validationofimproved testing procedures. More generally there seemed tc

be a need for more enterprise and union-based case studies codifying

and analyzing the "best practice" experience with employment programs

for women and minorities, particularly for managerial positions.

Mention was also made of the need to examine organizational structures

and organizational incentives that lead to the perpetuation of traditional

job assignment patterns by race and sex.

Finally it was suggested that consideration should be given to

the development of university-based groups for providing various kinds



of manpower and EEO consulting services to manpower agencies and small

business concerns. These groups could assist in the preparation and

training of personnel, and also in the development of techniques and

methods to better effect equal employment opportunity objectives.

IV. Research Implementation

The workshop debated the question of why so little academic

research gets translated into improved public policies. The debate

livided into two separate explanations: (a) that too often academic

research is impractical, detached from the actual functioning of

labor markets, and perhaps not sufficiently timely to be useful to

policy-makers; and (b) that there is inadequate receptivity within

government agencies to the information and analysis provided by academic

researchers. Although the workshop did not come to a final conclusion

as to a balance between these two views, it is clear that they both

have some merit and that attention should be paid to resolving these

problems if new research is to be fruitfully applied.

While this issue clearly lies within the jurisdiction of another

workshop two personal observations may be in order. First, a

substantial fraction of new research dollars should be used to stimulate

researchers to disaggregate their analyses. This implies a greater

emphasis on field work, case studies, and other micro-focussed activities.

This approachisnecessaryif we are to develop more robust hypotheses,

obtain independent verification of causality, and acquire information

needed to design better quantitative models for testing market

behavior. Secondly, it seems that there is much research to be done

Into the incentives and obstacles, the training needs, and perhaps
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the organizational needs, within government, business and trade unions

for the more effective utilization of manpower and EEO research.



RESEARCH WORKSHOP ON EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

summary and Recommendations from Workshop No. V
Utilization of Research - January 21, 1974

Bernard Anderson - Moderator

Annette LaMond - Rapporteur

Seventeen persons were in attendance at the start of the

workshop, and at least ten remained for the entire time. Most

of the participants were representatives of private industry,

public, and civil rights organizations; few academics par-

ticipated in the workshop.

Two assumptions seemed to be held by most participants:

1) the goal of equal employment research should be the rapid

and complete equalization of the socio-economic position of

minorities and others, and of men and women in the labor market,

and 2) more and better research, together with greatly improved

utilization of research can greatly facilitate the achievement

of goal number 1. Within the constraints imposed by time,

and the necessity to provide a maximum opportunity for par-

ticipants to air their views, the following concerns were

expressed:

1. The utilization of research will depend in part on the

improvement and continuation of major government sta-

tistical surveys. It seems at this time, however,

that some of the surveys (like the annual poverty sur-

vey) have been or are being phased out. Moreover, the

Office of Management and Budget does not appear inclined

at this time to take a stronger hand in reconciling

existing statistical surveys to make them more

St tae a



compatible with the requirements of EEO research,

There are at least six end use categories for EEO

research:

a. Enforcement litigation

b. Development of public policy

c. Academic discussion and refinement

d. General public information

e. Development of strategies by action groups

f. Development and implementation of affirmative

action plans in private industry and public agencies

The parties in each of the listed areas have need

for different types of research. A model for the

efficient utilization of research must be based on a

recognition of these multiple purposes.

There is no institutional framework for synthesizing

and disseminating the results of research conducted

in different sectors of the research community. There

should be established a central clearinghouse for EEO

research, much like the current NTIS which performs

this function in the field of manpower research, The

most appropriate agent to perform the function would

seem to be the Research Department of EEOC. The work-

shop, however, was not firm in the view that EEOC

should perform this role. Other possibilities include:

1) a special division of NTIS to deal exclusively with

EEO research, 2) a branch of the U.S. Bureau of Census,

or Bureau of Labor Statistics,3)anewlycreated

private, non-profit research institute with capability



both of conducting research and performing the

clearinghouse function. t

There was a view that research data accumulated

by Women's and Black Caucuses within professional

organizations should be brought within the circle of

data available to the research commanity.

In order to facilitate the utilization of research

results, research design might make better use of

the case study method. This might reveal important

3

behavioral and structural characteristics of discrim-

ination not likely to be observed in more general

survey research. A general feeling expressed by many

participants was that more research is required on

individual firms and other employers in order to dis-

cover how discrimination takes place and why.

Several modifications of the EEO-1 reporting system

were recommended. First, the occupational detail

should be increased, and wage data by occupation

lontil a few years ago, a publication entitled "Fair Employ-
ment Report" was published at Fisk University. The publica-
tion was phased out because of the loss of funding from the
Ford Foundation, and the unwillingness of any organization
to pick up the circulation. At the present time, only the
BNA, "Fair Employment Report" provides timely summaries of
developments in EEO. The BNA publication, distributed bi-
weekly, emphasizes new legal developments and by no means
cover the major research in the field.
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regularly collected. Second, the interest groups

should be further disaggregated to permit separate

identification of Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and Cubans

where such groups are even reasonably numerous in the

labor market. Finally, the issue of confidentiality

of data should be addressed and resolved in the

direction of making more data collected on firms

available to serious researchers.

6. More and better research is required on the efficacy

of various intervention strategies for reducing dis-

crimination. Research of the cost-benefit evaluation

type would be especially welcome.

7 To facilitate research utilization, an autonomous EEO

research institute might be established where academic

scholars might be in residence for some period of time.

Preferably, the membership in the Institute would be

interdisciplinary, and the structureoftheorganiza-

tion geared specifically to multi-discipline research.

The institute would be specifically charged to engage

in research and to insure that the research results

were disseminated quickly and economically so that

users might benefit from new ideas and insights into

discrimination. The Institute might also provide in-

service training for action group staff. |

A very valuable task of the Institute would be the

preparation and distribution of an annual report on the

status of minorities and women in the American economy.



The report should provide not only basic statistical

data, but also analysis of the data, with special

emphasis on the role of public policy in advancing,

or retarding, the progress of minorities and women

toward equality in the labor market. Among the issues

that might be explored are 1) differential impact of

the energy crisis on minorities and women, 2) role of

policies like Title VI of Civil Rights Act, and the

impoundment of funds for urban renewal, or the employ-

ment and earnings of minorities and women, and 3)

prospective impact of the annual budget on minority

and female economic status.

8. Some interest was expressed in new dimensions of

research applicable to equal opportunity goal achieve-

ments. One new direction was the work of the dual

labor market advocates who have attempted to broaden

the measures of economic welfare beyond unemployment

and median earnings. Measures like the "subemployment

index," which combine both work and income adequacy

were recommended for more research and application in

evaluating the impact of public policy on minority and

female economic welfare.

A second area of inquiry that might prove useful

for purposes of policy formulation is ethnicity studies.

Research in this area might help reveal basic conditions

necessary for reducing socio-economic disparities. The

workshop was not unanimous in its perception of the
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value of ethnicity studies, but there was significant

interest in what such studies might tell us about the

potential for black gains. Tom Sowell at the Urban

Institute has been doing some work in this area, and

might well have something to offer in a follow-up

workshop.



Recommendations From Final Report of Working
Group II of Committee on Economic Discrimination Against

Minorities (August 1972)*

(1) Analytical Group - A permanent Analytical Group
should be established to provide factual information and
analytical studies of the economic status of minority groups.
This group should perform both a library-clearinghouse function
and an analysis-research function. Its mission would be to
disseminate information about data sources and research findings
having to do with discrimination, to develop the best use of
axisting data, to make recommendations for continuing develop-
ment of statistical series, to provide analytical support to
program managers in the government, and to design new reports
and studies as needed. This should be a high level group both
in terms of its position in the bureaucreacy and in terms of
the caliber of its personnel.

(2) Annual Interpretive Report - There should be a high
level annual report on the economic status and progress of
racial and ethnic minorities. The purpose would be to arti-
culate policy with respect to eliminating racial disparities
and to report on progress in carrying out the policy. In
addition, it would report on and interpret major developments
during the year as reflected in the available data, describe
current and impending legislative, judicial, and administration
actions, report on major relevant research, and contain a
statistical appendix. Except for the policy statements, major
responsibility for preparation of the report would go to the
Analytical Group.

(3) Annual Statistical Report Series - There should be a
new annual statistical report series which would focus in detail
on the employment and earnings of racial and ethnic minorities.
The design of this report would be the responsibility of the
Analytical Group. Data would be provided by the Civil Service
Commission, EEOC, BLS, Census and the Social Security Adminis-
tration. The major focus would be on the earnings, occupations,
industries, and education of regular full-time workers, at the
national and regional level, In addition, attention would be
focused on the extent of, reasons for, and impact of part-year
and part-time work.

(4) Special Report on Industries - In order to facilitate
targeting of compliance activities by industry, a statistical
report should be prepared and updated periodically which would
consolidate much of the available information on 3-digit and
4-digit industries. This report should be prepared by the
Analytical Group in cooperation with BLS, OFCC, and USTES (the
U.S. Employment Service). The report should include information
on the level and growth of employment, and projected trends;
turnover, job vacancies, and long-term replacement needs; size
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distribution and geographic distribution of firms; occupational
structure; wage rates; and union membership. Most of these
data are available from BLS.

(5) Study of Special Problem Groups - There is a need for
more understanding about several ethnic groups that have
experienced economic discrimination at some point in their
nistory, that are geographically concentrated, and are not
readily identifiable in the CPS or other recurrent data systems.
The major examples are the American Indians, the Orientals,
and within the overall Spanish American group, the Puerto
Rican and Mexican American subgroups.

*These are the high priority recommendations from the committee.
The committee was chaired by Frank Dunbaugh, Deputy Assistant
Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice.
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RESEARCH WORKSHOP ON EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

Detailed notes from the secend research workshop on
equal employment opportunity are attached. The discuasion
on the recommendations from the January sessions and the
report by Professor Walter Fogel on the Chicano worker have
heen reported. Please treat these materials as preliminary

A concurrent workshop on the Parnes longitudinal date
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RESEARCH WORKSHOP ON EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

March 29, 1974

The morning session of the second research workshop on
equal employment opportunity began with a discussion of Mexican-
American labor market experience by Walter Fogel, Professor of
Economics at UCLA. Professor Fogel discussed some of
his findings from his forthcoming study (co-authored with
Vernon Briggs and Fred Schmidt) titled The Chicano Worker. He
addressed the following concerns: measurement, population,
immigration, labor force participation, income, occupations, and
bolicy and research.

Notes from the Chicano Worker--Walter Fogel

A. Measurement (based principally on the Census)

Ll. Spanish surname
Permits comparisons over time--1950-70--for five States

of the Southwest. (Texas, California, Colorado,
Arizona, and New Mexico).

No data on areas outside of the Southwest.

)

}

Mexican origin (used by Census and CPS).
Enumerated for entire country and for several states

outside of the Southwest.
Best concept for isolating the disadvantaged Chicano

population.
Over time comparisons not now possible.

Spanish language-Spanish surname
Only available for Southwest.
Enlarges Chicano population and improves its economic

status because many of the families picked up are
headed by Anglos who have married Mexican American
women.

4, The three measures produce different numbers and statuses:

(Calif.,) ~~

Population-1970 Med. Family Income-1969
3.1 million $8,800Spanish language-

Spanish surname

Spanish surname 2,2 8,400

Mexican origin 1IR 8.050

B. Population--Change and Measurement

Population increase of 33 percent occurred for Spanish
surname in the Southwest between 1960 and 1970. The in-
crease in California was 53 percent. Spanish surname are ncw
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from 14-18 percent of population in Southwest, depend-
ing upon which measurement concept is used. Some esti-
mates are for a Chicano population in California in
1980 which is at least a fifth of the total population.

Research is needed on the sources of population growth,
and on population and labor force projections.

Spanish origin population recently took a big jump due
to measurement and technical reasons. The estimate of
the Spanish origin population as of March 1973 is 10.6
million compared to an estimate of 9.2 by the Bureau of
Fhe Census in 1971 and a Census count in 1970 of 9.1

million. The Mexican origin population, the largest
component of the Spanish origin group, increased from
4.5 million in 1970 to 6.3 million in 1973--an increase
nf 40 percent.

Reasons given by the Bureau of the Census for the in-
srease:

A o

b.

Changed definition to include children in families
where wife only was Spanish origin--picked up
400,000 persons.

Added "Mexican American" and "Mexicano" to the origin
designations.

c. Improved and enlarged sample

d. Bureau of Census states that natural causes may
account for two-thirds of the 1970-73 increase.
That is probably too large a guess.

4. There should be a careful study of these matters.

C. Immigration

l. Legal was 65,000 in 1972, up from 45,000 in 1970.

\

/

3d.

Illegal immigration occurs in large, but unknown num-
bers. An INS officer estimated it at 300,000 to
500,000 alone in Los Angeles in 1973. There were
600,000 apprehensions of illegal aliens in the South-
west in 1973, up from 400.000 in 1972.

Most illegals are men of working age. They are a sig-
nificant source of labor supply to many low wage firms
of the Southwest and especially to farming.

D. Labor Force Participation

Ll. Males--quite similar to Anglos. Low where dependence
on agriculture is strona.
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2. Women. Participation rates are 5-6 percentage points
behind Anglos and much behind blacks. In Calif.,
however, difference between Chicanos and Anglos is
only two percent and gap seems to be closing.

F.. Income

a

A

 JS

Relative femily income of Spanish surname to Anglo was
unchanged between 1959 and 69 at .65.

Relative family income rose in most of the Southwest,
but fell in California. The latter was probably associ-
ated with the substantial migration of Chicanos to
Calif. which occurred over the 10 years.

3, Small amount of analysis of these changes has been done.

The relative income changes seem not to be connected
to changes in schooling.

ae

b.

 3
Lo,

Relative income in California did not rise, but rela-
tive school vears completed did.

In Texas, relative income rose more rapidly than
relative schooling.

Relative income by schooling class is up considerably
from 1959. It is over 1.00 through 8 years of school-
ing and is over .90 through 12. Results from pretty
good job success in manual markets.

d. A human capital wage equation underpredicted actual
Spanish language wages by 14 percent with 1969 data,
while over predicting black wages by 19 percent.
Spanish groups earn more than would be expected from
their amounts of schooling.

F. Occupations

)

2

Relative occupational position of Chicanos increased
1960-70:

Calif. .81 to .85 Texas .75 to .81

Gains were made in craft and white collar employment.
There was a relative movement away from unskilled occu-
pations, especially farm work.

3. Labor market for Chicanos

El Queue type processes allocate them to low wage firms
because of 1) discrimination and 2) use of credentials
and other formal selection criteria.
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kL, Evidence:

Inferential from research on blacks.
Negative relationship between Spanish surname pro-
portion of industry employment and the industry
wage level--controlling for industry occupational
structure. Spanish surname are allocated to low
wage industries.

This relationship does not exist for laborers - no
discrimination and no qualification disadvantage.

Negative relationship between wage rate and Spanish
surname employment across craft job classes (detailed
occupations). Spanish surname are allocated to low
wage craft occupations.

Within broad occupational categories, Spanish surname
have high index of job position but low relative
earnings. Probably produced because of low access
to high wage firms.

In 1967 Spanish surname were less frequently employed
in "prime" government contractors--high wage firms--
than in other firms.

G. Policy and Research

1 -

2.

3,

4

3

Should face conflict between anti-poverty and immigra-
tion policy for Chicanos. Requires research on illegal
immigration and its impacts.

Mobility within U.S. of Chicanos--especially out of
South Texas-~should be encouraged by various means.

Anti-discrimination efforts should be directed chiefly
at large employers and government. Research needed on
labor market processes by which Chicanos are allocated.

Need improvement in schooling quantity and quality, with
bilingual assistance provided.

Much research needed to support and auide all of above.
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During the remainder of the session the following areas
were identified for further exploration:

(1) Specification of the role of unions in employment
discrimination, and the participation of minorities
and women as officers and members of executive boards
of unions. The extent of affirmative action pro-
visions in union agreements should be examined.
What is the potential for the grievance and arbitra-
tion system to provide relief from discrimination?
Need to examine the extent to which public unions are
involved in assisting employees with the processing
of equal opportunity complaints. Recommendation No.
2 from the Public Employment Workshop was identified
as a priority item because of the growth of unionism
in the Federal sector.

"What will be the impact of public employee
unionism on hiring and advancement of minority
groups? What has the impact been up to now?
In reviewing past experience, could we also
seek to relate variations in experience in the
private sector as between craft and industrial
unions? What sorts of union structures might
be most effective in encouraging minority
emplovment in the public sector?"

(2) Questions of interpersonal relations as they relate
to affirmative action programs. Where do you pay
attention to informal processes as well as formal
processes? How are affirmative action decisions
made within the institutions?

(3)

(4)

(5)

Organization development approach to affirmative
action as opposed to a personnel-legal division
orientation. Research in organizational structure,
organizational behavior and systems dynamics.

Need to re-examine the area of affirmative action
from the perspective of the government institutions.
Need to know more about feedback between national
economic policies and affirmative action and how
these policies (inflation, growth, etc.) affect
affirmative action in different kinds of institutions
and in different kinds of labor markets. It is
important for affirmative action agencies to be
aware of unfolding issues, and to be flexible.

Serious problem of dwindling resource base and tougher
competition on a dwindling number of opportunities
particularly in the attractive areas. The question
of the zero-sum game needs to be examined perhaps from
the perspective of the majority groups--for example,
the competitive drives. Some competition may be
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fostered by the way some affirmative action programs
are administered.

(6)

")

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

Need to be able to measure progress sector by sector
and company by company. Need to know more about the
characteristics of internal labor markets.

There was a lengthy discussion on the best model for
encouraging the participation of the business com-
munity in research on equal employment opportunity
(American Arbitration Association, The Conference
Board, informal business association for sharing infor-
mation). What about the industrial think tank model?
One could facilitate research in a business-oriented
environment through case studies of successful pro-
grams. Perhaps we might investigate how research on
collective bargaining became a respectable activity--
useful analogy.

One participant noted that we were attempting to
define a model with a variety of participants (govern-
ment, industry, etc.) and with different perspectives
(academicians, lawyers)--trusting each other and
working on an unigue problem.

Need improvement of data on availability of minority
Jroups.

Research on issues of qualifications and selection
and projections of needs of institutions. Institu-
tions have constantly reproduced their own kind, so
if "qualified" minorities and women are not presently
available, they need to be produced.

Several participants raised many questions about the
powerful role of the Educational Testing Service.

(12) How do supervisors evaluate people? Upward mobility
igs now a critical factor.

(13) Attention to possibility of utilization of research
by grass roots organizations was reiterated.

(14) Consideration of the training of peovle in the area
of EEO.

(15)

(16)

Use the Public Employment Program (PEP) to do some
research. Some jurisdictions did alter their hiring
requirements.

Bearing the cost of EEO is greatest problem that this
society faces. The labor market should be opened to
improve the structure of job opportunities. Oppor-
tunity structure must be opened up. What about
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redistribution of income--making earning levels more
similar on jobs--freer entry into some professions.

(17) One participant suggested:

(a) Need to do more research on religion, national
origin, and age.

(b) What about equal pay? Job analysis and strategies
of enforcement?

(c)

(d)

(e)

Equal benefits or equal costs--fringe benefits in
sex discrimination. Need for more research or

work and fringe benefits.

Failure of educational institutions to provide
training in equal employment opportunity--as a
profession to train people for.

Uneven distribution of understanding of EEO. Need
to equalize distribution of knowledge. Some
research on extent of penetration and technique
of distributing this information.

(18) Other suggestions were:

(a) Develop a more effective compliance strategy.

(b) Give priority to recommendation No. 6 of Workshog
No. 5:

"More and better research on efficacy of
various intervention strategies for reducing
discrimination.”

(c) Who will man the agencies involved in social
programs under Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA)? Who will serve the
clients? Give priority to recommendation No.
3 of Workshop on Public Employment:

"What will be the impact of shifting from
the 'great society' to the 'new federalism'
mode of allocating resources? In the forme:
style, substantial increases in the numbers
of minorities in public employment were
directly attributable to the generation of
new federal agencies focusing on social and
communal problems which employed minorities
in large numbers. Under the latter style,
a relevant question arises concerning the
shifts in employment which may accompany
the shift from federal to more local admin-
istrative centers for dealing with some of
these social issues.”
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Summary

A broad description of the changes in minority and female employment

that took place between 1966 and 1970 for a set of 40,445 establishments

matched by employer identification number and county is as follows: the

occupational position of black males was 77.8 percent of that of anglo

males in 1966 and increased by 2.3 percentage points over the 1966 to 1970

period. For Spanish surnamed males, on the other hand, the overall change

in the relative occupational position index was .2 percentage points. The

occupational distribution of anglo females changed very little relative to

the occupational distribution of anglo males. The relative occupational

position of black females, on the other hand, increased from 84.7 percent

of that of anglo females in 1966 to 88.9 percent of that of anglo females

in 1970. Likewise, the relative occupational position of Spanish surnamed

females increased by 1.3 percentage points over the 1966 to 1970 period.

Since it is difficult to gauge the size of the changes in occupational

position just reported against each other o: against what might be expected,

it is useful to state them in a different form. If we suppose that the

rate of change of each of the indexes we have just reported was maintained

indefinitely, black and Spanish surnamed feratus would have the same occupa-

tional positions as anglo females in approximately 11 and 24 years respec-

tively. Under the same conditions black ma'es would have the same occupa -

tional position as white males in 35 years. The rate of change in the

occupational position index of Spanish surnamed males was so small that it



would take several hundred years for this group to have an occupational

position equal to anglo males.

We have used the detailed records for a matched sample of

firms in 1966 and 1970 to estimate the extent to which the change in

the position of black male workers relative to white male workers was

greater among firms with contracts with the federal government than

among firms without such contracts. Since all of the Office of Federal

Contract Compliance efforts to improve the relative position of black

workers operate on firms with federal contracts, and since the EEOC's

efforts are presumably —_— successful with such firms, we concentrate

on this issue because it presumably gives us some indication of the

overall impact of government efforts on changes in the relative posi-

tion of black workers. |

First we find that the relative employment of black male workers

increased by 3.3 percent more over the period 1966 to 1970 in firms

with government contracts than in firms without government contracts,

and that this differenceisstatisticallysignificant. Second, we

find that the relative occupational position of black male workers

increased by .2 percent more in firms with government contracts than

in firms without contracts, but that this difference is not statisti-

cally significant. Taken together with the fact that approximately

one-half of the firms in our sample had government contracts, these



results imply that the rate of change of the ratio of the share of

black male wages to white male wages may have been 2 percent greater

over the period 1966 to 1970 than would have been the case in the

absence of the overall government effort. If, for example, the

share of black male wages in the average firm was 10 percent of the

share of white male wages in the average firm, then the government

effort would have increased it to 10.2 percent. Alternatively, since

the ratio of the share of black male wages to white male wages in-

creased by 28 percent in the —— 1966 to 1970, we may attribute

approximately 6 percent of this to government efforts.

The most important factor affecting the change in the relative

position of black male workers in these data appears to be the migra-

tion of black workers to the North Central region of the U. S. The

employment of black workers relative to white workers increased by

approximately 20 percent more in the North Central region than in any

other region of the country. This migration also resulted in a

smaller rate of increase in the relative occupational position of

black male workers in the North Central region than in any other region,

and undoubtedly resulted because the migration of workers was from the

lowest paying occupational categories. This presumably increased the

growth in the relative occupational position of black male workers out-

side the North Central region and decreased this growth inside that

region.

Finally, we have investigated the factors that affected the pro-

bability that a firm with no black male worker in 1966 would have

A



hired at least one such worker by 1970. We find that the probability

that a firm that was not "integrated" in this sense in 1966 was inte-

grated in 197C was nearly .1 higher in 1970 among firms with govern-

ment contracts than in firms without them.

IT]

The basic data used in the analysis for this report was a sample

of approximately 100,000 aggregated employment units created by em-

ployer identification number and county from EEOC data for 1966 and

1970. Approximately 40 percent of these units, representing 65 per-

cent of all employees, were matched as between the two years. A

crude survey of a small sample of firms suggested that (a) natural

growth and decline about the employment level determining the

reporting requirement, (b) errors, and (c) mult ‘ple employer identi-

fication numbers I for the bulk of EEO-1 reports that could not

be matched between the two years.

In order to explore systematically the differences in employer

characteristics associated with a successful match between the years

1966 and 1970 we computed a multiple regression using the 96,244 aggre-

gate units for these two years. It is clear from these results that the

aggregate units in our matched sample are not a random sample of the

aggregates we created from the 1966 and 1970 data.. If they were, there

would be no significant differences between the matched and unmatched

samples of firms associated with region, industry, etc. In fact, these



latter variables have a statistically significant effect on the proba-

bility of two reports being matched. At the same time, it would be

easy to exaggerate both the size and the ef ect that these variables

have on the probability of matching.

It seems likely that the most important systematic determinant of

the non-random character of the matching is employment fluctuations about

the basic reporting requirements. If this is the case, inferences drawn

from our matched sample may not be too different from inferences that

would have been drawn from the whole population of EEO-1 reports.

Conclusions

Our most important conclusion is that it is now computationally feasi-

ble to take advantage of the longitudinal character of the EEO-1 reporting

system data in order to add significantly to our knowledge about the size

and nature of the impact of governmental efforts to raise the relative

economic position of minority and female workers. In particular, the

unique longitudinal character of these microeconomic data can be used to

help evaluate both the magnitude and the causes for any effect that may

be attributed to governmental activities. The specific analyses that are

feasible using the methods described in this report include the following:

l. To the extent that specific industries or geographic areas are

subject to special efforts to increase the relative position of minority or

female workers it should be possible to analyze the extent of success of

these efforts using longitudinal data from the EEO-1 reporting system.



Data on the relative position of minority group workers prior to the

government action are first selected for both the firms that are sub-

ject to and tae firms that are not subject ‘0 the government effort.

Data are then obtained for both sets of firms in the period after the

government action. Comparison of the change in the relative position

of minority or female workers as between firms affected and unaffected

by the government action than gives an estimate of the effect of the

program. An obvious candidate for this type of analysis would be the

recent EEOC efforts to intervene in the Federal Communication Commis-

sion rate hearings in order to increase the employment opportunities

of minority groups and women.

2, The same kind of analysis could be carried out using the

EEOC data on compliance activities. Data on the relative position of

minority and female workers in firms with and without subsequent com-

pliance activities would first be collected. Then the difference in

the change in the relative position of minority group workers between

firms with and without compliance activities could be compared in

order to estimate the average effect of compliance activities on the

relative position of minority group workers. Moreover, it should be

possible to shed some light on the effects of systematic factors deter-

mining the success of compliance activities.

3. Finally, it would be possible to obtain better information on

the existing shortcomings of the EEO-1 data system if some sample of

records from those firms obligated to file EEO-1 forms, but that did



not, were obtained and analyzed. If the EEO-1 data are increasingly

shown to be useful for providing information on the evaluation of

EEOC efforts it should be possible to justi’y the costs of such a

sample by the benefits in reliability and confidence in the basic

EEO-1 reporting system data that would result.

If properly followed up, the EEO-1 data system should begin to

\

provide the information that both sound management and equal employ-

ment opportuniiy policy require on the actual, as opposed to the in-

tended, effects of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. This unique opportunity

should not be delayed.
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New York City's Police: The Background and
Performance of the Class of '57

by Jan M. Chaiken and Bernard Cohen

In light of the Police Commissioner's desire for recruit-

ing a new type of policeman--better educated, less corruptible,

more capable and sensitive, and the suits by organizations

representing minority group policemen, charging discrimination

in the present selection process for new officers, the proced-

ures for selection and the type of policemen it produces, have

become important issues.

The RAND authors examined the records of all the men who

were appointed to the N.Y.C. Police Department in 1957. These

records included a variety of background characteristics and

test scores, a history of their assignments and promotions, and

performance measures such as awards and disciplinary actions.

The performance measures covered an 11 year period, for those

who remained on the force, and were derived from data typically

kept in personnel files by police departments.

From these data they were able to construct a portrait of

the class of '57, to identify the background characteristics

and test scores which appear to be related, positively or

negatively, to later performance, and to identify attributes

which are commonly accepted as indicators of future good or

bad performance but do not appear from data to have the antici-

pated results.

The selection process for N.Y.C. policemen includes a

written test, medical/physical exam, a long application form,

a background investigation, and then appointment for those who

have passed all the steps. Finally, there is training and

study at the police academy, and a six-month probationary

period.
The study revealed the following relationships:

1. The two most important predictors of later performance

were the officer's recruit training score in the police

academy and the officer's rating while on probation.



¢. The same variables were important for both whites and

blacks, suggesting that it is not necessary to adopt

separate selection procedures for different races.

The N.Y.C. Police Department's background investigators

are fairly skillful in deriving an overall appraisal of

an applicant. In general, the men they rated highly,

urned out to be above average, and many men they were

negative about, were later found to be departmental

discipline problems. However, since minority appli-

cants were generally rated lower on the average than

whites by the investigators, an adequate number of

minority investigators should be assigned to this step

of the selection procedure.

, A truly accurate prediction on a candidate's potential

performance can rarely be derived from information col-

lected before acceptance into the police academy. The

following entries were found unrelated to subsequent

poor performance: arrest for a nonviolent crime,

presence of a family mental disorder, record of

summonses, or any answer whatsoever to questions about

region of birth, number of siblings, father's occupa-

tion, applicant's number of jobs and last occupation,

military service and commendations, number of residences,

and aspects of early family responsibility such as mari-

tal status, number of children and debts. In addition,

the civil service entry exam score above passing was

not found to be related to any of our performance mea-

sures other than the ability to pass subsequent civil

service exams.

The authors see as desirable a selection process which

reduces the influence of these characteristics on a candidate's

chances for appointment and places greater emphasis on his early

performance in training and on probation.

1
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Police Civil Service Selection Procedures in New York City:
Comparison of Ethnic Groups

By Jan M. Chaiken and Bernard Cohen
The New York City Rand Institute

The attorneys for both sides in a lawsuit retained the

New York City Rand Institute to conduct an independent, impartial

analysis of the civil service examination scores of white and

minority group applicants for the position of patrolman in the

N.Y.C. Police Department and the effect of the written examina-

tion, as compared to other parts of the appointment process, on

the number of men appointed from each ethnic group. The plain-

tiffs in this case, the Guardians Association and the Hispanic

Society, alleged that the written entry-level civil service

examination and other parts of the appointment process discrimin-

ated unlawfully against blacks and Hispanics. The defendants

were the N.Y.C. Civil Service Commission, the Department of

Personnel, and the Police Department.

Applicants who took the civil service exam were not asked

to state their race or ethnicity on the application form or the

exam paper. Thus, the Institute was requested to collect such

information as was needed to determine the examination scores

and progress through the appointment process for Hispanics,

blacks and non-Hispanic whites, leaving the question of whether

the results indicated racial discrimination to be resolved by

the legal process. Two examinations were selected for analysis.

One of them, given in 1970, was the most recent exam for the

position of patrolman when the study began, and the other, given

in 1968, was the oldest exam in which some men who passed were

still awaiting appointment. In all 10,321 men took the two

exams.

To conduct the study, the Institute collected data about

the subjects from several sources. Census bureau data on

Spanish surnames, 1970 census tracts, mailed questionnaires,

telephone contact, and Police Department records were all used

to track applicants and their ethnicity. Each source of data



about the racial/ethnic classification of the subjects had

certain shortcomings, but when all of them were used together,

accurate estimates could be made. The analysis showed that

about 71 percent of those who took each exam were white. Of

the remaining 29 percent, slightly over half were black for the

1970 exam, and two-thirds were black for the 1968 exam. Con-

sidering only N.Y.C. residents, the fraction of applicants who

were black was about the same as the fraction of males aged

16-34 in the City who were black. The proportion of applicants

who were Hispanic was slightly lower than their proportion of

the population. Over 90 percent of applicants from outside the

city were white.

In all, 57.5 percent of those who took the 1968 exam

passed. The authors estimated that about 66 percent of the white

examinees passed the test, about 36 percent of blacks passed,

and 30 to 40 percent of Hispanics passed. Among those who
passed, the minority group members scored lower, and ranked

lower on the eligibility lists than whites.

The 1970 exam had a higher overall pass rate - 72.9 percent

On this exam, about 83 percent of whites passed, between 45 and

55 percent of blacks passed, and 45 to 50 percent of Hispanics

passed. Aside from the fraction of examinees who passed, the

distributions of grades for each ethnic group on the 1970

exam were statistically indistinguishable from those on the

1968 exam. Statistical tests showed that the scores of blacks

were not significantly different from those for Hispanics, while

the differences in scores between whites and minority group

members were highly significant. Statistically, there was

less than one chance in a billion that the observed differences

among the score distributions for whites, blacks, and Hispanics

could have occurred if grades had been randomly distributed

among the examinees, independent of their race.

The analysis therefore confirmed the plaintiffs' allega-

tions that minority group members were less likely than whites

to pass the written exam and were ranked lower than whites on

the eligible list. These findings were presented to the Court



for its determination of whether they are indicative cf racial

discrimination.

On balance, none of the procedures which followed passing

the 1968 exam was found to have an appreciable effect on the

fraction of blacks, whites, and Hispanics eventually appointed.

Therefore, the proportions of each recruit class that were white,

black or Hispanic were about the same as the precportions among

the men who passed the written exam. The authors concluded

that the primary explanations for the fact that Police Depart-

ment recruit classes contained a smaller fraction of blacks and

Hispanics than the City population were:

1. 10 to 15 percent of applicants reside outside New York

City, and few of the them are black or Hispanic.

City Hispanics are slightly less likely than others to

apply to become policemen.
Blacks and Hispanics fail the written entry-level civil

service exam to a greater extent than whites.
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Summary of

Psychological Issues in the Study of
Employment Discrimination

by Patricia Gurin

The aim of Patricia Gurin's paper is to offer ideas about

where we need evidence from social psychological research to

understand whether and how discrimination operates against

minorities and women. The central issues which she discusses

arise out of the questions a psychologist sees in the econo~

mist's monopsonistic model. Briefly these are:

Ll. How do women and men, or blacks and whites, supply

themselves differently even when equally trained and

equally productive? |

What is it about their perceptions of alternatives,

beliefs about opportunities, differential mobility,
that may make for different supply elasticities that

can then be exaggerated by employers?

What is it about the beliefs of employers that ration-

alize the conviction that the productivity of men and

women or whites and minorities do differ, even when

those beliefs are counter to all evidence to the

contrary?
In her paper, then, Gurin reviews the evidence with respect to

each of these questions and suggests further research needs.

Gurin first reviews studies of worker occupational prefer-

ences, aspirations, achievement, and work motivation. With

respect to the relevant race studies, she makes several basic

points:
There is no support for the contention that black and

white youngsters want different types of jobs or that

black youngsters desire less education. Controlling

socio-economic backgrounds, both black and white high

school and college students state much the same career

aspirations, with the exception of a greater preference

among blacks for professional jobs and lower preference



for careers in business. Moreover, the sex dif-

ferential in career aspirations is almost exactly

the same among black and white college students.

Similarly, studies of achievement motives and values

of black and white youngsters have, in general,

turned out to be the same.

Blacks do not differ, moreover, in responding to the

challenge provided them by their work.

Studies show, however, that the black sense of per-

sonal efficacy is somewhat lower--reflecting reality

constraints, not different values or motives. Thus,

differences between blacks and whites in achievement

motivation may arise in the reality-based perception

among blacks that their chances for success are not

as optimistic.

Gurin thus concludes on the basis of the evidence cited

that it is impossible to argue that occupational differenti-

ation by race in any way represents different aspirationsor

even different patterns of motivation except as motivation

refers to situationally-defined exceptancies.

With respect to the myth of the black woman's dominance,

Gurin counters the myth of any employment edge held by black

women.

1
ae 3 Black women earn less than white women.

Moreover, while black women represent a larger pro-

portion of all black professionals than white women

do of white professionals, black like white women

are concentrated in lower level professions.

Black and white women also show similar aspiration

and motivation patterns on the college level, through

plack women more often expect to combine career and

family responsibilities.
The male edge for "masculine" occupations and female

edge for "feminine" occupations among black students

closely parallels those of college students generally.



Finally, studies show that more aspects of black men's

aspirations and performance were tied to typical mea-

sures of achievement motivation and that role anxiety

was greater among black men than among black women,

paralleling similar studies of white college students.

Gurin thus concludes that while black women have a unique

perspective given their particular life experience, sex role

demands and patterns of sex discrimination in the society at

large determine role appropriate educational and occupational

choices, be the women white or black.

In surveying sex studies, Gurin notes three findings in

particular:
Career aspirations of males and females at the high

school and college level show that women predominantly

aspire to jobs which are presently held predominantly

by women. “Similarly academic careers in college are

strongly sex-linked. Women also make their occupa-

tional decisions earlier than men, enter college with

lower aspirations and when they shift during college,

they change to a lower rather than a higher level of

aspirations.
Yet, when men's and women's levels of expectancy are

equated, it has been found that among women who judge

“heir chances for getting "masculine" jobs as posi-

tively as men, preferences are equivalent.

Other studies show differences in the level of expec-

tancy to account for sex differentials with respect

to achievement and affiliative satisfactions of the

work situation. When expectations with respect to

challenge and possibility of promotion are controlled,

sex differences in preferences or desire disappear.

Gurin concludes this survey of sex studies by noting that

further psychological studies which seek to unravel the role

of personal motivation in accounting for occupational differ-

entiation by sex must distinguish between aspirations and



expectations as well as recognize their interactions.

Gurin next addresses the issue of expectancies and percep-

tions in explaining occupational differentiation by sex. She

hypothesizes that even given equal training, equal career

aspirations, and other equivalent productivity characteristics,
somen and men, or blacks and whites, may supply themselves

differently, resulting in different elasticities in the various

labor pools. Such differing supply elasticities might arise

in the following sorts of situations where women and minorities:

Ll. believe their opportunities are fewer

¢. are more willing to take lower paying jobs at the

bottom of a work category because of feeling their

alternatives are more limited

are geographically less mobile

have differential access to jobs because of knowing

fewer women or blacks in a given job through which

they could know about job openings.
Gurin thus invites further studies which focus on the

expectancies and perceptions through which women and minori-

ties view processes in the labor market.

Regarding the issue of family socialization, Gurin cites

studies which negate the emphasis often placed on early

socialization in preference formation. While it has been

shown that the effect of family background is substantial,

it is of far less importance than discrimination in explain-

ing the black-white income gap. Gurin calls for similar

studies of early sex-roles socialization in accounting for

sex differences in aspirations, preferences, and productivity

which in turn explain occupational differentiation and wage

differentials by sex.

Gurin closes by looking at studies of employers. Rather

than defining discrimination as a taste, she calls for study of

amployer beliefs with respect to cultural stereotypes. Impor-

tant here are job qualifications required by employers which

may justify exclusion of women or minorities as well as the

extent to which employers take advantage of separate labor



pools, thus continuing occupational differentiation by sex and

by race. Finally, Gurin notes the need for original studies

that delineate how nondiscrimination practices can be encour-

aged. Nondiscrimination requires clear policies and clear

procedures which can be carried out even by prejudiced per-

sonnel directors.



Summary of

Modeling a Segmented Labor Market

by Charles C. Holt

Job search-turnover theory of the labor market has attempted

to go beyond static neo-classical microeconomic theory in com-

ing to grips with labor market adjustment processes and fric-

tions. As such it visualizes a complex set of dynamically

interacting labor markets which are characterized by great

heterogeneity of jobs and workers, massive turnover flows in

and out of the labor force and between jobs, and limited infor-

mation which leads to substantial investments in search. The

aspirations of workers for income and satisfaction interact

vith those of employers for high output and low labor costs.

Juman capital is accumulated by a worker through his sequence

of job experiences, both within and between firms. Wages and

working conditions are bargained by workers individually and

collectively through unions. The movements of workers are im-

peded by barriers which are often related to race, sex, geo-

graphy, and occupation. The analytic study of the equilibrium

and dynamic characteristics of such a complex nonlinear stochas-

tic process is so unwieldy that computer simulation is indicated

for any models incorporating realistic complexity.

Charles Holt's paper accordingly attempts to examine

processes that are important in the labor market and the kinds

of policy issues that could be clarified by a systems model.

The paper's aim is to increase understanding of basic labor

market relationships so that the effects--direct and indirect--

of manpower programs may be better predicted.

Holt stresses that in building such a structural model

the stochastic nature of labor market processes--e.g. how long

it takes a person to find a job or drop out of the labor force

and how many people flow into unemployment from jobs or by

entering the labor force--must be explicitly taken into account.

The importance of the probabilistic element in the structure of

the model developed in the paper by Holt is heightened by the



shortness of the time period used with the consequence that the

system is not likely to be in equilibrium as well as the vary-

ing sensitivities and averages of the different regions, occu-

pations, and demographic groups which are the focus of policy-

makers.

Before presenting his model, Holt discusses alternative

approaches to building a recursive model loosely coupled through

probablistic relationships. The model types are five:

1) model composed of difference equations

2) model based on a Markov process with a constant matrix

of transition probabilities

3) model based on Jay Forrester's Industrial Dynamics

4) microanalytic model as developed by Guy Orcutt

5) group-transition model

The fifth type which is that selected by Holt groups

similar workers and firms and carries out the system simula-

tion in terms of the sizes of these groups and the probabili-

ties of transfers of individuals between them. This model

which is an aggregated version of a microanalytical model is

used by Holt with primary reliance on current Population

Survey Gross Change data.

A broad outline of the system modeled by Holt is given

in the following diagram.

IV - Figure 1

Flow lines link source and destination:
ET Employment to Training (External)
EN Employment to Unemployment
EH Employment to Employment

Unemployment to Employment
Unemployment to Training
Unemployment to Inactive Work Status
Training (External) to Unemployment
On-the-job Training to Upgraded Assignment
On-the job Training to 01d Job
On-the-job Experience to Restructured Job
On-the~job Experience to Job Reassignment
Restructured Vacancies to Fit Experience
Inactive Work Status to Unemployment
Vacancy to Inactive Vacancy
Inactive Vacancy to Vacancy
Employer-Initiated Quit
Employee-Initiated Quit
Family Employment to Unemployment
Unemployment to Family Employment
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Stocks
Vacancies
Inactive Vacancies
Unemployment
Inactive Work Status
Employment

Processes

External Training
Job-Worker Matching
Job-Restructuring
Internal Training
Experience on-the-job
Reassignments

The dynamic flows outlined should, in equilibrium, be rea-

sonably consistent with cost and income motivations and clear-

ing wages and prices predicted by neoclassical theory.

Holt notes that it is essential to recognize that workers

are highly differentiated by skill ability, experience, loca-
tion, preferences, race, and sex as well as the differentiation

of jobs by skill requirements, inducements, location, and per-

haps extraneous restrictions. Accordingly, there are many

groups of workers and many groups of jobs. Interactions in

the labor market that are influenced by these:'factors have the

effect of segmenting the market. Hiring, reassignment employ-

ment, and separation involve worker--job pairing, while training,

experience and restructuring involve transformations of workers

and jobs from one type to another. In these terms, then, the

productivity, satisfaction, earnings and labor costs of employ-

ment matches, and hence, the duration of employment relation-

ships, depend on the interactions among the hiring, internal

training, experience, job restructuring, and reassignment

processes of the firm. The speed of placement depends on the

interaction of search efficiency, external training, job

restructuring and aspirations for earnings and labor costs.

Holt outlines a sequence of models based on this structure

but with increasing detail and refinement.

1) Initial stress on differences in labor market experi-

ence and behavior by different age, sex, and race

groups.

Further development with respect to occupational segre-

gation arising out of upgrading and accumulation of human

2)



capital.
3) Finally, the introductin of geographical segmentation.

The models will be driven by aggregate demand and its com-

position. The latter will be linked to the labor market.

Holt states that all of these models should try to relate

anemployment and its composition to inflation.

The uses of such models are several: First, forecasting

labor market impacts of changes in demand and its composition.

Second, prediction of indirect impacts of structural policies

and programs. Third, identification of differential behavior

and attributes that account for high unemployment rates and

low earnings of women, blacks, and other groups.
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CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS A
N

The study finds that the textile industry in North

and South Carolina stood at the end of the fifties as a

symbol or archetype of the segregated patterns in

Southern employment. Over the period of the sixties

the industry has radically changed its attitudes toward

racial hiring, but its image as a traditionalist employer

tonaiam, hindering its efforts to upgrade the black la-

bor force on the basis of equal employment opportunity.

The fact that racial hiring patterns are Gifferent

is reflected in the overall increase in black employment

from less than 15,000 in 1960 to 61,055 in 1969. It is

also reflected in the extent to which firms can and do

hire black PAPE YLEOLS in positions of authority over
#

whites. Finally, it is mirrored in the extent to which

black workers have been promoted into jobs such as loom
/

fixers, weavers, spinners and offers.

The ‘industry's image as a slow mover in the area of

equal employment opportunity stems from its apparent in-

ability to recruit, or indeed attempt to recruit,

3
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gual +d black workers in positions of professional

and managerial responsibility. The industry lacks an

aggressive affirmative action strategy to come to grips

with these manpower needs. Only a handful of companies

attempt to recruit, let alone hire, through the channels

most likely to generate black professionals. No tex-

tile management training programs are funded by organi-

zations such as the American Textile Manufacturers In-

stitute.

The lack of affirmative action strategies should

not obscure the progress made by the industry. The in-

dustry has in effect brought its percentage of black

participation in line with other manufacturing indus-

tries in the Carolinas, and is beginning the process of

job upgrading.

Why did these changes occur in the industry? Most

J writers have attributed the change to the tightness of

the labor market in the mid-sixties, pointing out that

increases in hiring merely coincided with the passage of

the Civil Rights Act and the subseguent enforcement of

that Act by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
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The findings of this study are at variance with this

hypothesis. The labor market no doubt played a signi-

ficant role, but it is clear that the industry would

not have been unable to find white workers to take the

added 20,000 jobs in textiles, had it been determined

to do so. Furthermore, the timing of the major break-

“hroughs in racial hiring occurred prior to 1966, the

date when the labor market was the tightest and when

enforcement of Title VII began.

Further evidence of the incompleteness of the labor

market explanation comes from a study of relative wages

over the period 1964-1969. Although it appears that

textile rates were increasing in the mid-sixties, they

vere merely holding their own relative to other in-

dustries. Therefore, textiles could not be considered

either a low-wage industry (relative to the other local

forms of employment) or an industry suffering a more

acute labor shortage because of exodus of workers to

other industries. That this exodus occurred is un-

Juestionably true for perhaps as many as 5,000 workers

as. shown bv the increase in quit rates. but as a general
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explanation for the need to hire the additional 26,400

black workers absorbed by the industry it falls short.

The regression analysis indicates that on a cross-

section basis unemployment rates by county or county

employment population rates (two measures of labor

market tightness) are not significant predictors of

change in black participation by reporting units. Actus

ally counties with higher unemployment rates are more

likely to show increases in black participation in tex-

tiles, since these counties also are more likely to

have a higher black population percentage. Time series

suggest that there were also periods of tight labor

markets in the early fifties but these times were not

accompanied by major breaking of black employment

barriers.

What distinguishes the fifties from the sixties is,

of course, the passage of civil rights legislation.

Data from this study suggest that the presence of a

climate of opinion :.favoring the extension of equal

employment opportunity was a major causal factor.

Government policy reflects this climate of opinion, and
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operates on two levels through the Commission: the

investigation and review of charges of discrimination

(assumed to be a check upon conformity of employer be-

r

havior to legal requirements under Title VII) and a

non-legal technical assistance program of "jaw-bone"

exhortation to the industry, coupled with public aware-

ness campaigns. Is there evidence that either or both

of these techniques contributed to the explanation of

why changes occurred in black participation, 1966 to

1969?

It appears unlikely that company behavior in grant-

ing more black workers jobs is a consequence of their

fear of enforcement of anti-discrimination provisions

of Title VII. The study showed that companies against

which charges were filed in the period 1965 - 1966 were

less likely than others to increase black participation

thereafter. Furthermore, the chances that a company would

be constrained by the legal machinery were small. Of the

118 cases brought against the textile companies of North

and South Carolina in 1965 and 1966 only 17 or 14.5 per

cent were carried through to a finding of probable cause.
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Of these, only 10 had been successfully conciliated by

the Commission as of 1971.

Many textile companies in North and South Carolina

did not conform to legal requirements in the reporting

to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, pre-

sumably out of ignorance of the law. About 78 in 600

of the votential reporting units in North Carolina and

51 in 299 of the possible reporting units in South

carolina failed to report as required by law, in 1966.

Many of the smaller companies interviewed express-

ed a lack of knowledge about the specific content of

the law, and their legal obligations under the law.

The larger corporations maintain legal staffs well

versed in the intricacies of the legislation. However,

since no clear definitions or criteria are available to

distinguish a "discriminatory employer” from a "non=-

discriminatory" emplover, particularly in discussions

of the racial composition by department, it is unlikely

that companies feel substantial pressure from the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission from the legal side.
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On the other hand, it is interesting to note that

the technical assistance programs of the Commission

Vis a vis textiles in the Carolinas do show positive

correlation with subsequent change in black participation

Further, evidence suggests that technical assistance has

been significant in expanding black employment in se-

lected cases in the area of professional employment and

in the field of employment of black women. In North

Carolina, £irms visited by the Good Neighbor Council

were likely to have a 1.4 greater average percentage

point gain in black participation than firms not so

visited.

It appears that community pressure, and a network

of informal contacts between the black community and

the textile industry must be given greater credit for

the change. Civil rights pressure initiated when stu-

dents sat in at Greensboro lunch counters, and culminate

ing in public testimony at the Textile Forum in Charlotte

in 1967, created a climate in which it was no longer

acceptable to the black labor force ta conform to

racially determined 5job categories and opportunities,
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The worker interviews conducted in the course of the

study reveal that workers are very sensitive to racially

delimited opportunity, and are conscious and vocal about

inequities they observe.

These workers are also skeptical about the enforce-

ment powers of the Commission. Whereas forty percent

gave expression to concern about discriminatory prac-

tices within the industry, none had brought charges

through the Commission procedures, and most were un-

familiar with the procedures themselves. Their com-~

plaints about the industry mirror the pattern of com-

plaints already on file: a preponderance of the charges

in the latter period deal with alleged discrimination in

promotions, or in job definitions which appear racially

related.

The black workers in the survey appear less know-

‘ledgeable about training opportunities in the textile

companies for which they work than do the white workers

interviewed. Companies reported few formal training

srograms avilable; most skills are learned through ob-

servation and on-the-job experience. An analysis of
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the job titles of black and white workers in selected

companies revealed that black workers are less likely

than white workers to be on jobs where such observa-

tional training is available. Departments such as

weaving and finishing are less likely to have black

workers than are the routine departments of spinning

and maintenance.

Despite the fact that the Title VII enforcement

procedures are weak and ill-defined, the industry seems

to be responding across the board to the new require-

ments for extending equal employment opportunity in

hiring, if not in promotion. The rural areas are not

less apt to change than more densely populated areas:

South Carolina firms have been overall increasing black

participation faster than North Carolina reporting

units, thus coming closer to the overall industrv

average. Furthermore, textiles as 2 whole are catching

up to the Black participation rates in other industries,

such as furniture, paper and pulp products, chemicals,

and other major industries. The rhetoricofthein-

dustry is positive in its commitment to the objectives

of equal employment oprnortunity
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The interviews with company personnel suggest that

the hiring of black workers into positions of responsi-

bility, long feared as being impractical, has in fact

Proceeded smoothly, with little employee friction or

other impediments to productivity. One wonders from

talking with the personnel managers why it was not

possible to have achieved this status perhaps even ten

years ago. |

It appears ‘that the time may be ripe for greater

emphasis on the need to expand black participation into

zr-"~ssional and managerial areas. Two of ‘the major

textile companies have recently hired black managers,

and recruitmentofblackstudents occurs in predominant-

ly white universities offering textile curricula. Such

overtures may be the beginning of a fruitful, and more

extensive relationship in the future.
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Psychological Dimensions of Women's Work Force Participation?

by Judith Long Laws, Cornell University

Conventional analyses of the psychological aspects of

women's occupational participation tend to focus on the char-

acteristics of the female worker that are derived from her

status as a female rather than her status as a worker. This

2mphasis has neglected other important dimensions such as the

psychology of men about women, that of employers about employees,

the features of jobs generally held by women and the labor

market in which the women workers operate.

Sex segregation in the labor market has created wage dif-

ferentials between male and female workers with the same

qualifications. Occupations dominated by women are charac-

terized by low pay, little on-the-job training, requiring

little specialization and lack of career continuity. Sex-

labelling of jobs has discouraged women from entering occupa-

tions that are characterized as "male's" and carry better career

prospects and higher pay.

Surrounding the female worker, there are myths about her

reliability as a worker, her capability as a supervisor, her

economic needs as a wage earner, and her ability to combine her

domestic and work roles. It is in this unfavorable social and

work environment that the female worker has to operate.

Now we turn to the rationalizations commonly used to

explain the differences between men's and women's positions in
“he labor market. It has been asserted that women do not have

as high interests in work as men (Kuhlen, 1963). However,

studies on work motivation strongly suggest that what we ob-

serve 1s a class effect rather than a sex effect (Blauner;

Jubin; Morse and Weiss; Inkeles, 1960). Workers in higher occu-

cations value more the intrinsic factors of their work while

workers in lower occupations value more the extrinsic factors

*To appear in Phyllis A. Wallace (ed.) Some New Perspectives
on Equal Employment Opportunity, M.I.T. Press (forthcoming).



of their work, If the model of the hardworking, intensely

committed worker with the lifetime involvement with a career

fits anyone, it fits the professional (Hall).

Women also are said to have lower career aspiration and

achievement motivation compared to men. This again has

neglected the complexities of the issues involved. The expec-

Fancy xX value theory would help to clarify some of these

issues. In line with the theory, we can separate a woman's

career aspiration into two components: the value she places

on a career and her expectancy of successfully achieving that

career. The compromise at which she arrives taking both into

consideration is what we see as her career choice. A common

2rror is to regard this career choice as an index of her

motivation for occupational achievement.

Many external constraints limit a woman's career choice

in the labor market. In addition to these, she has to consider

constraints placed on her by her role in the family. Studies

done suggest women's occupational planning involves conscious

weighing of many factors (Davis, 1964). It is the lower per-

ceived probability of attaining a career goal that accounts

for the observed lower career ambition of women, not the lower

level of motivation for career achievement. Critical research

on women's aspiration and occupational choice shows clearly

that removal of occupational barriers brings about an immediate

apward spurt in women's applications for "male" jobs and expres-

sion of career aspirations (Bem and Bem; Farmer and Bohn).

This indicates that raising the expectancy factor does have

an effect on the observed rising of career aspiration.

Aside from the constraints discussed above, it is also

very important to look at the pressures within the female that

conflict with her desires for achievement. Horner found in

ner study of college students that women have a motivation to

avoid success, which stems from the fear of social rejection

resulting from success. A common way to reduce the conflict

taken was for the woman to lower her career aspiration. This

conflict which is widely felt by women may account partially

for the observed lower career aspiration of women.



Thus, it is important to study the process by which occu-

pational aspirations of women are formed and shaped. At present,

very little is known about this process itself and the external

and internal pressures that operate in the process.

Many studies have been done to try to show sex differences

in job performance. They attempt to match job characteristics

with attributes of the two different sexes. However, studies

have shown that women and men in the same occupation show much

the same pattern of motivation and work behavior (White; Seder)

There are relatively few known sex differences that appear to

be connected with work motivation or job performance. In

general, the distribution of abilities between the sexes is not

sharply polarized. Focussing on sex differences seem to be

misplacing the emphasis in attempts to match jobs to attributes

of individuals.

One common observation of seemingly lower job performance

of women workers compared to men can be explained in the light

of the equity theory (Adams, 1963; Lawlwe, 1968). According

to the theory, the individual compares the ratio of his inputs

(including skill, education, etc.) to outcomes (or reward)

with that of his neighbor. The work motivation (and consequent

work output) of the individual is affected by his (her) judg-

ment of the fairness of his rewards relative to other workers.

If unfairness is perceived by the worker, he would adjust his

input: output ratio until the equitable state is reached. For

the underpaid worker, a common way to adjust is to lower his

output. Another may be to seek a better bargain in another job.

Women are generally underpaid for their qualifications especially

with regards to education. The observed lower work motivation

and higher turnover rates in some "female" occupations can be

attributed to the perceived inequitable treatment.

Tn summary, analysis of the psychological aspects of the

woman's occupational participation should look beyond her

psychology as a woman, and examine other dimensions relevant to

her as a worker such as social and work environment and external

and internal pressures that affect her work motivation and job
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Notes on a Dynamic Theory of
Employment Discrimination

by Glenn Loury and Ronald Ferguson?

This paper is concerned with an investigation of the

mechanism by which past discrimination against blacks in the

labor market impacts on the earning potential of current and

future generations of black workers. It is conjectured that

achievement of the goal of equal employment opportunity does

not necessarily imply that current differences in the incomes

of blacks and whites will disappear. This conjecture is sup-

ported by an analysis of the factors determining the distribu-

tions of blacks and whites across a set of occupational cate-

gories ranked by life-time earnings, which incorporates various

social and psychological factors influencing the acquisition

of skills by workers before entering the labor force. These

factors include widespread residential segregation and the

implication of local public finance of educational institutions

for the quality of schools attended by prospective workers,

as well as the importance of "role models" for young people

in their formulation of aspirations, their perceptions of

opportunities and consequently their acquisition of skills.

A model is constructured incorporating these factors, which

assumes rational behavior by economic agents in the sense that

individuals acquire training to maximize their expected net

lifetime income. The result is that the skills with which an

individual is equipped when he presents himself to the labor

market depend to some extent on the income and occupational

status of his parents. From this the paths of occupational dis-

tributions for blacks and whites over time may be generated

by a non-linear stochastic process. The questions concerning

the persistence of inequality between the races in the face of

equal employment opportunity reduce to mathematical propositions

about the asymptotic properties of this process. While no

general results are presented, examples are constructed which

*Graduate Students in Department of Economics, M.I.T.



demonstrate the possibility that inequality can persist

indefintely. Also, some computer simulations of this process

are undertaken in which the sensitivity of the time paths of

black and white incomes to discrete changes in their initial

positions (such as would result from the imposition of employ-

ment quotas) are analyzed.

This paper concludes with a broader discussion of the

policy implications and possible empirical extensions of this

work. It is suggested that more emphasis should be put on

correction of inequities in the availability of quality education

to school children and opportunities to acquire marketable skills

than is currently fashionable. The tendency to rely on the

"market mechanism" to eliminate income inequality between the

races is attackedasbeingpotentially counter-productive in
light of the "externalities" present in the model described

above.
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Occupational Discrimination on the Basis of Sex:
A New Approach

by Jerolyn R. Lyle and Jane L. Ross

The findings presented in this paper are part of a larger

study of the employment patterns of women in some 246 corpora-

tions. Two research priorities in the economics of discrimina-

tion emerged from our study:

1. much more work in the development of theories of sex

discrimination is needed,

2. more firm specific research is needed.

Lyle and Ross concentrated on explaining why some firms

discriminate more than others rather than on explaining why

all firms tend to discriminate to some extent. Convinced that

variations in employment patterns of women within industries

are as important and as great as inter-industry variations,

firms were selected as the unit of analysis.

A number of hypotheses relating to interfirm differences

in occupational discrimination against women were tested:

l. Is the crowding of women into only jobs traditionally

held by women an important mechanism among these firms?

. Was any aspect of public policy related to the dif-

ferences in the extent of occupational discrimination

among firms?

Are there any systematic relationships between innovative-

ness of management practices, location of corporate head-

guarters, extent of urbanization of productive facilities

and differences in the extent of occupational discrimina-

tion among firms?

4. Do structural variables relating to firms size, financial

strength, market power, and technology of production

explain interfirm differences in the extent of occupationa-

discrimination against women?

Recently, American economists have proposed that firms in

the American economy fit fairly well into a two-way classifica-

2»

tion scheme:



center firms: large as measured by total assets,

employment, annual sales, vertically integrated, geo-

graphically dispersed, and with decentralized manage-

ment.

2. periphery firms: relatively small, less geographically

dispersed and less oligopolistic.

The theory of business dualism was applied to the exploration of

interfirm differences in occupational discrimination. Lyle

and Ross employed the automatic interaction detection technique

(AID) to some 30 indicators of firm centrism, the crowding

mechanism, public policy, and other aspects of firm behavior

to test the four hypotheses.

The results showed that the theory of business dualism is

helpful in accounting for the variance among industrial firms

in the extent of occupational discrimination against women, as

is the theory of occupational crowding. Both theories cannot
be applied to non-industrial firms with commensurate success.

In particular, the theory of business dualism breaks down out-

side the industrial sector. Indicators of the crowding

process, whereby women are excluded from male dominated occu-

pations, crowded into low productivity lines of work where

their wages are consequently bid down, are significant among

the samples of non-industrials. But important non-linearities

exist in the data. Industrial firms may be grouped into

absorbers (women having moderate to large share of all jobs),

and creamers (women having a small share of the total jobs) of

female labor in accounting for the variations among firms in

the relative occupational standing of women.

These statistical results suggest some priorities for

research. More efforts to apply theories about the structure

of industry to the sex-specific employment patterns of firms

should be meade. More disaggregate research within major firms,

following the now famous AT&amp;T work done by the U.S. Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission would be of great use. Develop-

ing remedies for pattern settlements of sex discrimination cases



within large firms requires more detailed studies. Finally,

as many firm officials are interested in cost estimates for

anti-discrimination employment policies, it is suggested

research be carried out here.
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Black Employment in the South

by Ray Marshall

This paper summarizes the major findings of Marshall's

Negro Employment in the South Project (NES). The main objec-

tive of the NES project was to analyze black employment pat-

terns in 13 Southern states with a view to making policy

recommendations to improve black employment opportunities.

The specific questions raised were:

1. What are the black employment patterns and trends?

2. What are the main explanations for the patterns and

trends?

What kinds of public policies are most effective in

improving black employment opportunities?
The main subject matter areas studied were: rural and

nonmetropolitan places, with special emphasis on agriculture;

metropolitan areas, with detailed field work and analyses in

Atlanta, Birmingham, Houston, Louisville, Memphis, Miami, and

New Orleans; federal employment; state and local government

employment; minority contractors in the construction industry;

and comparisons between the South and the rest of the country.

The research procedures included a detailed review of the

literature; statistical and econometric analyses using data

from the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the Bureau

of the Census, the Department of Labor, the 1 percent social

security sample, and the Survey of Economic Opportunity; and

field surveys in all of the major SMSA's.

Our main statistical measures of black employment pat-

terns were penetration rates, expressing the extent to which

blacks had entered various industries and occupations, and

indexes of occupational position, measuring the extent to
which blacks had moved up in those industries and occupatiens.

In some cases we used other measures, like an index of tokenism

and measures of segregation within a firm or industry.

{



This paper is divided into two main parts. The first

deals with the conceptual framework we used for the NES

project and the second with a summary of our empirical find-

ings. The behavioral model we used is contrasted mainly with

the neoclassical model of traditional economic theory, and to

a lesser extent with multiple labor market theories.

A number of empirical and theoretical studies of employ-

ment discrimination were examined. Because of its wide accepta-

bility among economists, the neoclassical model was examined

in considerable detail. Marshall concludes that this provides

some useful analytical insights although this model inadequately

defines discrimination, and does not include enough variables

either to provide sufficient understanding of the basic factors

influencing black employment patterns or to form the basis for

policy prescriptions to promote equal employment opportunities.

Specifically, the alternative conceptual model that
Marshall finds most useful was one which considered the motives

and power relationships between various actors-employers, white

workers, black workers, government agencies, and the environ-

ment within which these actors operate. These environmental

influences include such factors as race relations in the

community, business conditions, and product and labor market

conditions. Hence, racial employment practices are products

of prevailing racial institutions as modified or sustained by

the power relationships between white workers and their organi-

zations, employers, governments, and blacks and their organiza-
tions. This model is termed a bargaining model which specifies

different variables for various kinds of discrimination and for

different aspects of employment opportunity. Summary of major findina:

lL, Agriculture is still more important than any four

manufacturing industries for blacks in the South, though

the number of black farmers and the size of black farms

is declining. Rapid outmigration is continuing, espe-

cially with better educated blacks. Though manufactur-

ing jobs have opened in rural areas, blacks and many

rural whites have been ill prepared by education and



experience for most nonfarm jobs. Blacks have made

inroads mainly where industry skill requirements were

lowest. There have been both discrimination on the

demand side and a lack of labor market attributes by

blacks on the supply side.

In metropolitan areas, black women increased their

share of total employment faster than black men, though

for both, operative, labor and service jobs were bigger

gainers for blacks than white collar positions. There

was, however, noticeable improvement in the last half

of the 1960s economically, as well as politically for

blacks in the South.

Black women are more evenly represented across occu-

pations than black men, but not across industries

Black women were virtually absent from white-collar

jobs in major industries in some Southern SMSA's where

larger numbers of white women were employed.

In government employment, blacks found better oppor-

tunities than in the private sector. The best relative

occupational positions for blacks were in the federal

government, and higher penetration rates were achieved

in local than in state governments. There was con-

siderable variation in black employment by agency in

the federal government.

Relative to their proportion of the population, blacks

are underrepresented in federal employment in the South

and overrepresented in the rest of the country. How-

ever, in the South, blacks are overrepresented in Wage

Board and underrepresented in General Schedule jobs.

In general, for private as well as public employment,

black employment varies inversely with the ratio of white

collar to total employment. The most highly correlative vari-

ables for black men were: percentage of manufacturing employ-

ment, education, and industry skill requirements. For black

women, the most important variables were labor market size,

economic growth, and education above 12 vears.

»



Recommendations:

Rural employment: Programs to help small farmers need

“0 be established, and NLRA and other protective

coverage should be extended to agricultural workers.

Government employment: Outreach programs should be

2stablished to recruit, prepare, and place black

workers in government jobs. The internal anti-dis-

crimination machinery within the federal government
could be strengthened in several areas.

Private employment: There should be outreach programs

to place blacks in white collar jobs, especially in

non-metropolitan areas. Job training and education

are necessary to deal with the inadequate human

resource development of individuals in predominantly

black counties in the South.

o
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Differences in Expected Post-School Investment
as a Determinant of Market Wage Differentials

by Solomon William Polachek

The problem of the distribution of earnings within the

labor sector requires that labor be viewed as a heterogeneous

group whose members have accumulated differing amounts of human

capital. Economists have accordingly studied three forms of

auman capital with respect to earnings--formal education, pre-

school investment, and post-school investment. Solomon

Polachek's paper addresses the latter.

Polachek begins with a statement of the assumptions which

nave been central to the bulk of research on post-school invest-

ment. The main assumptions are two: (1) that the marginal

cost of human capital produced in a given period is upward

sloping, (2) that individual labor force participation over

the life cycle is non-increasing so that post-school investment

Jeclines monotonically with age. Given these assumptions, post-

school investment has been specified as some function of age

yielding a characteristically concave age-earnings profile.

Polachek, however, questions the validity of declining
bost-school investment with age. He notes that such non-

monotonicity of investment becomes important in explaining the

carnings behavior of secondary workers who tend to have more

intermittent life cycle labor force participation patterns than

white married males to which most empirical studies apply.

Polachek thus outlines a theory of life cycle human capi-

tal accumulation when expected labor force participation is

intermittent. He subsequently illustrates the hypotheses

yenerated--namely that post-school investment functions differ

according to sex and marital status. Expected post-school

investment is computed here by differing individual marginal

revenue given that individuals of the same schooling level

have identical human capital production functions and hence

that the marginal cost of investment across individuals is

identical. Finally, Polachek uses the measurements of expected

numan capital investment to explain male-female and married-



single wage differentials.

In this paper, then, Polachek hypothesizes that there

exists a relation between one's life cycle labor force par-

ticipation, post-school investment, and wage rate. This

relationship is derived theoretically by maximizing expected

earnings over the life cycle and implemented empirically by

determining the extent to which differing male-female (married-

single) life cycle labor force participation explains male-

female (married-single) wage differentials. Since these

measures were obtained by assuming the same costs of invest-

ment for all groups, the differences in human capital invest-

ments can be attributed to differences in life cycle labor

force participation when these derived roles of investment

were used in regressions on wages, much of the original intra-

group wage differentials were explained. The result is con-

sistent with the hypothesis that differences in wages can

largely be attributed to differences in expected labor force

participation over the entire life cycle.

Polachek's paper thus goes beyond those studies of intra-

group wage differentials which account only for quantity dif-

ferences in labor force experience. He adds the quality dimen-

sion, defined as the difference in the rate of post-school

investment. In attempting to account for the interaction of

differing experience patterns and their associated rates of

post-school investment, Polachek invites further work explor-

ing the role of expected life cycle labor force participation

behavior in the determination of both male-female and married-

single wage differentials.
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.ias in Graduate Admissions:

Data from Berkeley

Measuring bias is harder than is usually assumed,

and the evidence is sometimes contrary to expectation.

P. J. Bickel, E. A. Hammel, J. W. O'Connell

Determining whether discrimination
Jecauss of sex or ethnic identity is be-

ng practiced against persons seeking
passage from one sccial status or locus

‘0 another 1s an important problem in
dur society today. It is legally impor-
ant and morally important. It is also
&gt;ften quite difficult. This article is an
exploration of some of the issues of
measurement and assessment involved

mn one cxampie of the general prob-
‘cm, by means of which we hope to
shed some light on the difficulties. We
will proceed in a straightforward and
.ndeed naive way, even though we

know how misleading an unsophisti-
cated approach to the probiem is. We
Jo this because we think it quite likely
that other persons interested in ques-
ions of bias might proceed in just
he same ‘way, and careful exposure

of the inistakes in our discovery pro-
cedure may be instructive.

leceision to admit or to deny admission.
I he question we wish to pursue is wheth-
xr the decision to admit or to deny was

nfluenced by the sex of the applicant.
We cannot know with any certainty
he influences on the evaluators ia the
Jraduate Admissions Office, or on the

aculty reviewing committees, or on
ny other administrative personne! par-
icipating in the chain of actions that
ed to a decision on an individual ap-

lication. We can, however, say that
f the admissions decision and the sex

&gt;t the applicant are statistically asso-
siated in the results of a series of ap-
slications, we may judge that bias
xisted, and we may then seek to find

vhether discrimination existed. Rv
bias” we mean here a pattern of as-

sociation between a particular decision
and a particular sex of applicant, of
:uificient strength to makes us con:

fident that it is unlikely to be the re-
sult of chance alone. By “discrimina-
ion” we mean the exercise of decision

fluenced by the sex of the applicant
shen that 1s 1romaterial to the ouali-

ications for entry.
The simplest approach (which we

huii call approach A) is to examine
hie ageregate dita for the campus.
Mis approach would surely be taken

OY many persons interested in whether
iss in admissions exists on any came

sus Tabie 1 gives the data for ali

2.765 applications to the [01 grade
‘ate departments and interdepartmentai
;raduate majors to which application
vas made for fall 1973 (we shall refer

&amp; thens oil as demartments). There

vere $442 mule awplicants and 4321

cmale applicants. About 44 percent
of the males and about 35 percent of
he femeles wooo admitted. Just this

and of simple celculation of propor-
ions impels us to ¢xamine the data
urther. We will pursue the question

rain and Assumptions

The particular body of data chosen
for examination here consists of ap-
ications for admission to graduaie
tady at the University of California,
Berkeley, for the fall 1973 quarter. In
the admissions cycle for that quarter,
dre Graduate Division at Berkeley re

ceived approximately 15,000 applica-
tons. seme of which were later with-

drawn or transferred to a different

HOD. Cry guerter by the appb-
ants. OF the applicavons finally re-
nunin, for the full 1973 cycle 12,763
YOre sumiciently complete {o permit a

Pr. Lidlel is professor of statistics, Dr
sarin, ow pivieswr of anthropoogy and asseci-
voduan of ne Oraduote Dyvision. and Me.
2'Conneu sv o¢ womier of the data processing
2aflof the Graeuate Division, at the Unive:shy
 fT Cahitoiniz. Berkeley 94720

ved Mende
Soll yy aa LL

by using a familiar statistic, chi-square,
As already noted, we are aware of the

pitfalls ahead in this naive approach,
but we intend to stumble iato every
one of them for didactic reasons.

We must first make clear two as-

sumptions that underlie consideration
of the data in this contingency table
approach. Assumption 1 is that in any
given discipline male and female ap-
nlicants do not differ in respect of their
nteliigence, skill, qualifications, prom-
ise, or other attribute deemed Ilegiti-
mately pertinent to their acceptance as
itudents. It is precisely this assumption
hat makes the study of “sex bias”
meaningful, for if we did not hold it

ny differences in acceptance of ap-
ieante hy wey candid bao ztribued og

iifferences in their qualifications. prom-
se as scholars, and se on. Theoretical-

vy cne could test the assuraption, for

Xample, by examining presumably un-
dizsed estimators of academic qualifica-
ion such as Graduate Record Exam-

nation scores, undergraduate grade
olnt average: and so on. There are,
IOWever, enormous practical difficul-
ies in this. We therefore predicate our
Discussion on the validity of assump-
ion 1.

Assumption: 2 is that the sex ratios
of applicants to the various fields of
graduate study are pot importantly as.
ociated with ony other factors in ad-
mission. We shall have reason to chal-
enge this assumption later, but jt is
crucial in the first step of our explora-
tion, which is the investigaticn of bias
nn the aggregate data.

Uests of Agorecate Data

We pursue this inve tigation by com-
suting the exypzcteq frequencies of male
ind female applicants admitted and
leniad, from the marginz! totals of
Table 1. ou the assumption that men

nd women urpplicanis have equal
thances of admission to the university
that is, on the basis of assumptions
 und 2). This corrputation, also given
n Table 1, shows that 277 fewer wom-

xnoand 277 more men were admitted

than we would have expected under
‘he assumptions noted. That is a args
number, and it is unlikely that so large
1 bias to the disadvantage of women
would occur by chance alone. The
Zhi-square value for this table is 110.5.
and the paobability of a chi-square
Jut large (or larger under the as
sumptions noted is vanishingly small

We should on this evidence judge
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that bias cxisted in the fall 1973 ad-
missions. On that account, we should

look for the responsible parties to see
whether they give evidence of  dis-
crimination Now, the outcome of an

application for admission to graduate
study is determined mainly by the
facuity of the department to which the
prospective student applies. Let us
then examine cach of the departments
for indications of bias. Among the 101
departments we find 16 that either
had no women applicants or denied

admission to no applicants of either
sex. Our computations, therefore, ex-
cept where otherwise noted, will be
bascd on the remaining 85. For a
start let us identify those of the 85
with bias sufficiently large to occur by
chance less than five times in a hun-

dred. There prove tc be four such

departments. The deficit in the number
of women admitted to these four (un-

der the assumptions for calculating
expected frequencies as given above)
is 26. Looking further, we find six
departments biased in the opposite di-
rection, at the same probability levels;
these account for a deficit of 64 men.

Theseresults are confusing. After
all, if the campus had a shortfall of
277 women in graduate admissions,
and we look to sce who is responsible,

we ought to find somcbody. So large
a deficit ought not simply to disappear.
There is even a suggestion of a sur-

plus of women. Our method of ex-
amination must be faulty.

Some Underlying Dependencies

We have stumbled onto a paradox,
sometimes referred to as Simpson's in
this context (I) or “spurious correla-
tion” in others (2). It is rooted in the
[alsity of assumption 2 above. We have
assumed that if there is bias in the

proportion of women applicants ad-
mitted it will be because of a link be-

‘ween sex of applicant and decision to

admit. We have given much less at-
:ention to a prior linkage, that between
sex of applicant and department to
which admission is sought. The tend-
zncy of men and women to scek

entry to different departments is
marked. For example, in our data al-
most two-thirds of the applicants to
English but only 2 percent of the ap-
plicants to mechanical enginecring are
women. If we cast the application data

into a 2 xX 101 contingency table, dis-
tinguishing department and sex of ap-
plicants, we find this table has a chi-
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[able 1. Decisions on applications to Graduate Division for fall 1973, by sex of applicant—
1aive aggregation. Expected frequencies are calculated from the marginal totals of the observed
‘requencics under the assumptions (1 and 2) given in the text. N = 12,763, y?— 110.8
df. = 1, P=20 (18).

Applicants
- Difference

Observed Expected

Admit Deny Admit Deny Admit Deny

Men 3738 4704 3460.7 4981.3 277.3 — 2713
Women 1494 2827 1771.3 2549.7 — 277.3 277.3

Outcome

square of 3091 and that the probability
of obtaining a chi-square value that
arge or larger by chance is about
rero. For the 2 X 85 table on the de-

sartments used in most of the analysis,
chi-square is 3027 and the probability
ibout zero. Thus the sex distribution

of applicants is anything but ran-
Jorn among the departments. In ex-

imining the data in the aggregate as
ve did in our initial approach, we

dooled data from these very different,
‘ndependent decision-making units. Of
course, such pooling would not nullify
issumption 2 if the different depart
ments were cqually difficult to enter

We will address ourselves to that ques-
ion in a moment.

Let us first examine an alternative

to aggregating the data across the 85

departments and then computing a
statistic—namely, computing a statistic
on each department first and aggregat.
ing those. Fisher gives a method for
aggregating the results of such in
dependent experiments (3). If we ap-
ply his method to the chi-square sta-
tistics of the 85 individual contingency
ables, we obtain a value that has a

probability of occurrence by chance
alone, that is, if sex and admission
are unlinked for any major, of about
29 times in 1000 (4). Another com-

mon aggregation procedure. proposed
J0 us in this context by E. Scoii, yields
a result having a probability of 6
imes in 10,000 (5). This is consistent
with the evidence of bias in some

direction purportedly shown by Table
|. However, when we examine the

direction of bias, the picture changes.
Cor instance, if we apply Fisher's
method to the one-sided statistics, test
ing the hypothesis of no bias or of
bias in favor of women, we find that
we could have obtained a value as

arge as or larger than the one ob-

served, by chance alone, about 85
imes in 100 (6).

Our first, naive approach of examin-
ng the aggregate data, computing ex
ected frequencies under certain as-
umptions. computing a statistic, and

leciding therefrom that bias existed
in favor of men has now been cast

‘nto doubt on at least two grounds.
First, we could not find many biased

lecision-making units by examining
‘hem individually. Second, when we
‘ake account of the differences among
lepartments in the proporticns of nien
ind women applying to tham apd

avoid this problem by computing a
statistic on each department separately.
and aggregating those statistics. the
cvidence for campus-wide bias in favor
of men is extremely weak; on the
contrary, there is evidence of bias in
‘avor of women.

The missing piece of the puzzle is
yet another fact: not all departments
are equally casy to enter. If we cast

the data into a 2 X 101 table, distin-
guishing department and decision tc
admit or deny, we find that this table
has a chi-square value of 2195, with
an associated probability of occurrence

by chance (under assumptions ! and
2) of about zero, showing that the
odds of gaining admission to differant
departments are widely divergent. (For
che 2 x 85 table chi-square is 2121
and the probability about zero.) Now,
‘hese odds of getting into a graduate
orogram are in fact strongly associated
vith the tendency of men and women

‘0 apply to different departments in
different Gegree. The proporiion oj
women applicants tends to be high in
departments that are hard to get into
and low in those that are easy to get

‘nto. Moreover this phenomenon is
more pronounced in departments with.
arge numbers of apnriicants. Figure |

$s a scattergram of proportion of ap-
clicants that are women plotted against
oroportion of applicants that are ad-
mitted. The association is obvious on

nspection although the reiationship is
certainly not linear (7:. If we use a

weighted correlation (; as a measure
of the relationship for all 85 depart-
ments in the plot we obtain p = .56.
if we apply the same measure to the

7 departments with the largest num-
hers of applicants (accounting for two-
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thirds of the total population of ap-
plicants) we obtain fp = .65, while the
remaining 68 departments have a cor-
responding f = .39. The significance of
# under the hypothesis of no associa-
tion can be calculated. All three values

obtained are highly significant.
The effect may be clarified by means

of an analogy. Picture a fishnet with two

different mesh sizes. A school of fish,

all of identical size (assumption 1),
swim toward the net and seck to pass
The female fish all try to get through
the small mesh, while the male fist
2ll try to get through the large mesh
On the other side of the net all the
fish are male. Assumption 2 said that
the sex of the fish had no relation to

the size of the mesh they tried to get
through. It is false. To take another

Table 2. Admissions data by sex of applicant for two hypothetical departments. For total,
x’=3571, df. =1, P=10.19 (one-tailed).

Outcome
Applicants Observed Expected

Admit Deny Admit Deny
Department of machismatics

Men 200 208 200 200 0
Women 100 100 100 100 0

Department of social warfare
Men 50 100 50 100 0 0
Women 150 300 150 300 0 G

Totals
Men 250 300 229.2 320.8 20.8 — 20.8
Women 250 400 270.8 379.2 — 20.8 20.8
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example that illustrates the danger of
incautious pooling of data, consider
‘wo departments of a hypothetical uni.
versity—machismatics and social war-
fare. To machismatics there apply 400
men and 200 women; these are ad-

mitted in exactly equal proportions,
200 men and 100 women. To social
warfare there apply 150 men and 450

women; these are admitted in exactly
equal proportions, SO men and 150
women. Machismatics admitted half the
applicants of each sex, social warfare
admitted a third of the applicants of
each sex. But about 73 percent of the
men applied to machismatics and 27
percent to social warfare, while about
69 percent of the women applied to
social warfare and 31 percent to

machismatics. When these two depart-
ments are pooled and expected fre-
quencies are computed in the usual
way (with assumption 2), there is a
deficit of about 21 women (Table 2).
A discrepancy in that direction that
large or larger would be expectable
less than 2 percent of the time by
chance; yet both departments were
seen to have been absolutely fair in
dealing with their applicants.

The creation of bias in our original
situation is, of course, much more

complex, since we are aggregating
many tables. it results from an inter-
action of the three factors, choice of
department, sex, and admission status,
whose broad outlines are suggested by
our plot but which cannot be described
in any simple way.

In any case, aggregation in a simple
and straightforward way (appreach A)
is misleadirs. More sophisticated meth-
ods of aggregation that do not rely
om assuimnplon 2 are legiiiaate bu
have their difficulties. We shall have
more to say on this later.

Disaggregation

The most radical alternative to ap-
proach A is to consider the individual
graduate departments, one by one.
However, this approach (which we
may call approach B) also poses diffi-
culties. Either we must sample ran

dornly from the different departments,
or we must iake account of the proba-
bility of obtaining unusual sex ‘ratios
of admittees by chance in a number

of simultaneously conducted indepen-
dent expcriinents. Thai is, in examining
85 separate departments at the same
time for evidence of bias we are con-

ducting 85 simultaneous experiments,
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»@ad in that many experiments the
probability of finding some marked
departures from expected frequencics
‘just by chance” is not insubstantial.
The department with the strongest bias
1gainst admitting women in the fall
1973 cycle had a bias ot sufficient

magnitude to be expectable by chance
1lone only 69 times in 100,000. If we
1ad selected that department for ex-
imination on a random basis, we

~vould have been convinced that it
was biased. But we did rot so select

‘ti we looked at 85 departments at

once. The probability of finding a
department that biased against women
lor more biased) by chance alone
'n 85 simultaneous trials is about 57

times in 1000. Thus that particular
department is not quite so certainly
biased as we might have first believed,
057 beivg a very much larger num-
der than .00069, although still a small
enough probability to warrant a closer
look. This department was the worst
one in respect of bias against women
in admissions; the probability of find-
ng departments less biased by chance
alone is of course greater than .057.
We can also examine events in the

other direction. The department most
diased against men had a bias suffi-

ciently large to be expectable by chance
ilone about 20 times in a million,
and the chance of finding a department
that biased (or more biased) in that
direction by chance alone in 85 simul-
faneous trials (9) is about .002.

There is a further difficulty in ap-
proach B. Although it makes a great
deal of sense to examine the individual
departments that are in fact the in-
dependent decision-making entities in
the graduate admissions process, some
of them are quite small, and even in
some that are of ordinary size the
number of women applving is very
small. Calculation of the probability of
observed deviations from expected fre-
quencies can be carried out for such
units, but when the numbers involved
are very small the evidence for decid-
ing whether there is no bias or gross
bias is really worthless (10). This de-
fect is evident not omly in approach
B but also if we use some reasonable

method of aggregation of test statistics
10 avoid the pitfalls of approach A
such as that of Fisher, or even the

approach we suggest below. That is,
large biases in small departments or
in departments with small numbers of
women applicants will not influence a

reasonable aggregate measure appreci-
ably.
' FEBRUARY 1975

Pooling admitted if they were being treated
ust like the men. We do this computa.
ion for each department separately,
ince cach is likely to have a different
srobability of admissicn and a different
umber of women applyir~, and we
um the results to obtain the number

»f women expected to be admitted for
‘he campus as a whole (1/7). This esti-

nate proves to be smaller by 60 than
he number of women observed to have

een admitted (Table 3).
The computation of Tuk': 3 1s as

offows: For a rour-c:ll coninrenoy

abie of the following formar

Admit Denv
Men a bi
‘Yomen Cy ds

The difficulty we face is not only
cchnical and statistical but also ad-
ninistrative. In some sense the campus

s a unit. It operaies under general

egulations concerning eligibility for
iWdmission and procedures for admis-
ion. It is a social community that shares
rertain values and is subjcct to certain
ieneral influences and pressures. It is
dentifiable as a bureaucratic unit by
ts own members and also by external
rgencies and groups. It is, as a soci
ind cultural unit, accountable to its
rarious publics. For all these reasons
tt makes sense to ask the question,
s there a campus bias by sex in gradu-

ite admissions? But this question raises
serious conceptual difficulties. Is cam-
dus bias to be measured by the net
Jas across all its constituent subunits?
How does one define such a bias?

~or any definition, it is easy to imagine
\ situation in which some departments
ire biased in one direction and other

departments in another, so that the
1et bias of the campus may be zero

sven though very strong biases are ap-
arent in the subunits. Does one look

nstead at the outliers, those depart-
ments that have divergences so extreme
1s to call their particular practices
into question? How ex-
Teme is extreme in

such a procedure, and
what does one do
about units so small as

'o make such assessment meaningless?
We believe that there are no easy

inswers to these questions, but we are

orepared to offer some suggestions.
We propose that examination of cam-
ous bias must rest on a method of

&gt;stimation of expected frequencies that
lakes into account the falsity of as-
wmption 2 and the apparent propen-
sity of women to apply to departments
that are more difficult to enter.

We reanalyze Table 1, using all the
data leading to it, by computing the
expected frequencies differently than
in approach A, since we now know

the assumptions underlying that earlier
computation to be faise. We estimate
he number of women expectedtobe
admitted to a department by multiply-
ing the estimated probability of ad-
mission of any applicant (regardless
of sex) to that department by the
aumber of women applying to it. Thus,
f the chances of getting into a de-
dartment were one-half for all appli-
ants to it, and 100 women applied,
ve would expect 50 women to be

the particular cell of interest is «c,
sumeaining the number of women ad-

mitted. The expected frequancy under
the hypothesis of no bias is E = wp,

= (¢; +d) (a; +c¢;)/N;, where N; is
the total of applicants to department
i. The observed number, O, is the
number in ¢;. The difference between
these two quantities, O — E, summed

over n departments is
n

2.(0 — E) = DIFF
FE)

Then.

(DIFF)*
Xa + bi)(as + c)(ee + di) (be + di) NEN. — 1)
i=1

with d.f. = 1. Ninety-six departments
were included in the computation, since
5 of the total 101 each had only 1
ipplicant.IfN;—1 is replaced by N in
‘he denominator, all 101 departments
can be included, yielding x2 = 8.61;
J — E remains 60.1 and the expected
ind observed female admittees are each

ncreased by i. (This statistic makes 1t
dossible to include contingency tables
raving an empty cell, so that nc infor-
nation is lost; there is thus an advan--

age over methods that pool the chi-
quare values from a set of contingency
rables.)

The probability that an observed
dias this large or larger in favor of
vomen might occur by chance alone
under these new assumptions) is
0016; the probability of its occurring
f there were actual discrimination

igainst women is, of course, even
smaller. This is consistent with what
ve found using Fisher's approach and
\ggregating the test statistics: ‘here is
vidence of bias in favor of women.

The test used here was proposed in
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another context by Cochran (12)
and Mantel and Haenszel (13).)

We would be remiss if we did not

point out yet another pitfall of ap-
proach A. Whereas the highly signifi-
cant values of the Mantel-Haenszel or
Fisher statistics just mentioned for
1973 are evidence that there is bias
in favor of women, the low values ob-
tained in other years (see below) do
not indicate that every department was
operating more or less without bias.
Such low values could equally well
arise as a consequence of cancellation.

We illustrate’ with the hypothetical de-
partments of machismatics and social
warfare. If machismatics admitted 250
men and 50 women, creating a short-
‘all of 50 women, while social warfare
admitted 200 women and no men,

creating an excess of 50 women, the
aggregate measure of bias we have

introduced would be zero. We only
argue that if an aggregate measure of
bias is wanted the one we propose is
reasonable. Of course, if we combine
two-sided statistics by the Fisher meth.
od this phenomenon does not occur.

We would conclude from this exam-
mation that the campus as a whole did

not engage in discrimination against
women applicants. This conclusion is
strengthened by similarly examining the
data for the entire campus for the years
1969 through 1973. In 1969 the num-
ber of women admitted exceeded the

expected frequency by 24; the prob-
ability of a deviation of this size or

larger in either direction by chance
alone is .196. In 1970 there were four

fewer women admitted than expected,
the probability of chance occurrence
being .833. In 1971 there were 25 morc

women than expected, with a proba-
bility of .249. In 1972 there were seven

ore women than expected, the prob-
ability being .709. For 1973 as shown
above the deviation was an excess of

60 women over the expected numiwer:
the probability of a chance deviation
that large or larger in either direction
is C03 These data suggest that there
s little evidence of bias of anv kind

dvi 19730 when it would seem signifi-
Suil evhdiace of bias appears. in favor

*bowenidsThisconclusion is supported
Ov owlb ihe other measures we have

eaemined. For instance, pooling the
Inisgquare statistics bv Fishers method
vielde 4 probability of 99 in 1969.
1970, and 1971, a probability of .55

nn 1972, and a probability of .029 in
9473 1.323.

We mav also take apprcach B and

Fable 3. Sum of expected departmental out-
:omes of women's applications compared with
sum of observed outcomes, Graduate Division,
3erkeley, fall 1573. x’=855 df. =1, P=
003 (two-tailed),

Expected female admittees 1432.9
Obscrved female admittees 1493.0
Difference (O — E) 60.1

ook for individual department outliers,
Because the numbers of women stu-

dents applying to some of them in any
one year are often small, we aggregated
he data for each department over the
S-year span, using the method just ex-
dlained. (This procedure of course
rides the kind of change that the ag-
yregating approach reveals when pur-
wed tarough time, but it enables us
0 {focus on possible “offenders” in
sither direction ip a campus that is on

‘he average behaving itself.) During
the 5-year period there were 94 units
hat had at least one applicant of each
seX and admitted at least one applicant
and denied admission to at least one in

at least one year. Two of the 94 units,
one in the humanities and one in the

professions, show a divergence from
‘hance expectations sufficient to arouse
‘nterest. One of these admitted 16
fewer women than expected over §
rears, a shortfall of 29 percent: the
orobability of such a result by chance
lone in 94 trials is about 004. The
other unit admitted 40 fewer women

than expected over the 5-year period,
a shortfall of 7 percent, with a prob-
ability in 94 trials of about .019. The
next most likely result by chance was
at a level of .094 and the rext after
that at .188. Conversely there were two

‘nits significantly biased in the opposite
firection, with chence probobiliticr of
occurrence of 033 and .047. account-

ng for a combined shortfall of 50 men,
'3 and 24 percent respectively of the
-Xpected frequencies in the individual
mits,

The kinds of statistics we may wish
0 use in examination of individual

departments may differ from those em-

ployed in these general screening pro-
cesses. For example, in one of the
cases of a shortfall! of women cited

tbove. it scems likely that an intensified
drive to recruii minority group mem-
Jers caused a temporary drop in the
proportion of women admitted, since
nost of the minority group admitiees
were males. In most of the cases in-

solving favored status for women ijt
ippears that the admissions committees

were seeking to overcome long-estah.
lished shortages of women in their
elds. Overall, however, it seems that
the admissions procedure has been
quite evenhanded. Where there are di-
vergences from the expected frequen.
cies they are usually small in magni-
tude (although they may constitute a
substantial proportion of the expected
irequency), and they more frequently
‘avor women than discriminate against
‘hem.

More General Issues

We have already explained why as-
sumption l1—the equivalence of aca-
demic qualifications of men and women

applicants—is necessary to the statisti-
cal examination of bias in admissions,
But the assumption is clearly false in
its most extensive sense; there are areas

of graduate study that men and women

simply have not hitherto been equally
rrepared to enter. One of the principal
lifferentiators is preparation in mathe-
natics, which is prerequisite in an elab-
rate stepwise fashion to a number of

delds of graduate endeavor (15).
This differentiation would have little

2ffect on women’s chances to enter

graduate school if it were unrelated to
difficulty of entry. But it is not. Al-
‘hough it would appear ir a logical
sense that the departments requiring
more mathematics would be more diffi

cult to enter, in fact it appears to be
those requiring less mathematics that
are the more difficuit. (For the 83

graduate programs with matching un-
dergraduate majors, the Pearson r be.
tween proportion of applicants ad-
mitted and number of recommended
SEiequined  undergrauuate units in
nathematics or statistics is .38.) In part
his may be because departments re-

juiring less mathematics receive appli-
cations from persons who might have
preferred to enter others but cannot for

‘ack of mathematical (or similar)
vackground. as well as from persons
intrinsically inclined toward nonmathe-
matical subjects. Ta part it is because
in the nonmathematical subjects (that
is, the humanities and social sciences)
students take longer to get through
their. programs: in consequence, those

departments have lower throughput
and thus less room, annually, to accept
new students. Just why this is so is a

matter of Jcbate and of great complex-
ity. Some of the problem may lie in the
very lack of a chain of prerequisites
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such as that characterizing graduate
work in, let us say, the physical sci-
ences. Some may lie in the nature of
the subject matter and thc iniractabil-
ity of its data and the questions asked
of the data. Some may lie ia the less
favorable career opportunities of these
fields and in consequence a lower pull
from the professional empioyment mar-
ket. Some may lie just in the higher
proportion of women enrolled and the
possibility that women are under less

pressure to complete their studies (hav-
ing alternative options of social roles
not open generally to men) and have
less favorable employment possibilities
if they do complete, so that the pull of
the market is less for them. Whatever
the reasons, the lower productivity of
these fields is a fact, and it crowds the
departments in them and makes them
more difficult to enter.

The absence of a demonstrable bias

in the graduate admissions system does
not give grounds for cencluding that
there must be no bias anywhere else
in the educational process or in its

culmination in professional activity.
Our intention has been to investigate
the general case for bias against women
in a specific matter—admission to
graduate school—not only because we
had the data base to do so but also
decause allegations of bias in the ad-
missions process had been aired. Our
approach in the beginning was naive,
as befits an initial investigation. We
found that even the naive question
could not be answered adequately
without recourse to sophisticated
methodology and careful examination
of underlying processes. We take this
opportunity to warn all those who are

concerned with problems of bias about
‘hese methodological complexities (/6).

We also find, beyond this immediate
area of concern in graduate admissions,
that the questions of bias and discrimi-
nation are more subtle than one might
have imagined, and we mean this in

more than just the methodological
sense. If prejudicial treatment is to be
minimized, it must first be located
accurately. We have shown that it is
aot characteristic of the graduate ad-
missions process here examined (al-
though this judgment does not elimi-
nate the possibility of individual cases
of prejudicial treatment, and it does
not deal with politically or morally de-
fined null hypotheses). The fairness of
the faculty in admissions is an impor-
tant foundation for further effort. That
effort can be made directly by univer-
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ities in seeking to equalize the prog:
ess of men and women toward their

fegrees (/7). A university can use its
bowers of suasion to equalize the prep-
ration of girls and boys in the primary
and secondary schools for entry into
all academic fields. By its own objec-
ive research it may be able to deter-
mine where and how much bias and
discrimination exist and what the suit-
able corrective measures may be.

LBSummary v2)

Examination of aggregate data on

graduate admissions to the University
of California, Berkeley, for fall 1973
shows a clear but misleading pattern
of Diss against {emule applicants. Ex
amination of the disaggregated data
eveals few decision-making units that
show statistically significant departures
‘rom expected frequencies of female
idmissions, and about as many units
ppear to favor women as to favor

nen. If the data are properly pooled,
aking into account the autonomy of
departmental decision making, thus
correcting for the tendency of women
to apply to graduate departments that
are more difficult for applicants of
either sex to enter, there is a small

but statistically significant bias in favor
of women. The graduate departments
‘hat are easier to enter tend to be those

‘hat require more mathematics in the
undergraduate preparatory curriculum.
The bias in the aggregated data stems
10t from any pattern of discrimination
on the part of admissions committees,
which seem quite fair on the whole,

put apparently from prior screening
at earlier levels of the educational sys-
tem. Women are shunted by their so-
ctanzation and education toward fields

of graduate study that are generally
more crowded, less productive of com-
dleted degrees, and less well funded,
and that frequently offer poorer pro-
‘fessional employment prospects.
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F is referred to the upper tail of a chi-
square distribution with 2n degrees of
freedom where n= number of experimental
results to be aggregated, here 85. In our
application here, Ti 1s the usual contingency
lable chi-square statistic, with P value ob-
tained from a table of the chi-square dis-
‘ribution with 1 degree of freedem.
This method uses as a statistic

3 vid
4 ‘

naving a chi-square distribution with d.f, =
t (= 85 here), xi* is the usual x&lt; statistic in
he ith 2 x 2 table.
n this application of Fisher's statistic (4,

Fe is &gt; the square root of the chi-square
tatistic with sign plus if there is an esoens
of men admitted and sign nunus ortho:
he P value is the probability of a standard
ormal deviate exceeding Ti.
{ransformation to linearity by simple changes
of variable, for example to log (odds), is also
not successful.
If wi, pi, and p’: represent, respectively, ths
probability of applying to department i, the
probability of being admitted given that ap-
plication is to denartment i, and the rroh.
a0tiily of being 2 male given that apohcauon
Sto department i, then a reasonable mea-
sure of the association of the numbers pi, p:
s the correlation (weighted according to the
share of each major in the applicant pool)

p= Zr(pi— ppt —p.)/
(Z7(pe — Pp) Emi(p'e — p'.)7]**

where p., p’. are defined by Xmipi, rip,
respectively. As usual, [p| =! indicates linear
dependence between the pi, pt while p=0
suggests ‘no relation.” Positive values indicate
‘positive association’ and so on.

This correlaticn can be estimated by
substituting the observed proportions of ap-
olicants to department i. admitted applicants
0 department i among applicants to de-
rartment §, and male applicants to department
{i among applicants to department i for
mi, pi and p’i, respectively. This is the sua-
tistic we call J.

We can use £ as a test statistic for the
hypothesis that p = 0. To do so we need the
distribution of J under that hypothesis. It
turns cut that p/Var $'2z has approximately
a standard normal distribution. The expression
Var 5 is complicated because of the sia-
tistical dependence between pi and p’i. Edi-
torial considerations have prompted its de-
letion. It is obtainable from the authors.
The probability that an observation as ex-
treme as (or more extreme than) the most
extreme ene would occur by’ chance alone,
where n = number of simultaneous indepen-
dent experiments or observations, and p = prob-
ability of occurrence by chance of the most
extreme observation if it had been selected
wt randoin for a single observaiicn, is | —
Jd —p), and thus for p close to zero is
Approcaiaicly np.

Smuliness of numbers of women applicants
iso invalidates the normal approximation
used in the =ignificance probabilities of ap-
proach B. out this can be remedied.
I'his may be expressed as
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&gt; (wd (pi)
where wi 1s the number of women applying
0 the ith major and p: is the probability of
entry of any applicant into the ith maior,
the latter being estimated from the number
Jf admittees divided by the number of an
plicants.
W. G. Cochran, Biometrics 10, 417 (1954).
N. Mantel, J. Am. Scat. Assoc. 58, 690
1963). }

Further analysis of these data, in particular
examination of individual units through time.
§ in progress.
Research currently being conducwed by L.
Sells at Berkeley shows how drastic this
screening process: is, particularly with respect
‘0 mathematics.
There is a real danger in naive determina-
ion of bias when the action following posi-
ive determination iv punitive. On the basis
nf Table i. which we have now shown to be



misleading, regulatory agencies of the federal
tovernment ‘would have felt themselves jusii-
ied in withholding substantial amounts of
esearch funding from the university, A
‘further danger in punitive action of this kind
s that, being concentrated in the rescarch
area, which provides an important source
f support for graduate students, it punishes
10t only male but also female students—
vomen in areas in which women have tra-
litionally been enrolled, such as the social

sciences, and also pioneering women in the
shysical and biological sciences, where fed-
eral support has been more concentrated.
In fact, data in hand at Berkeley suggest a
dramatic decrease in the early dropout rates
of women and the disappearance of the
differential in dropout rates of men and
women. It will be several years before we

will be able to judpe whether this phenome-
non is one of decreased or simply of delayed
attrition.

Crisis Management: Some
Opportunities

International emergency cooperation involving
governments, technology, and science is now foreseeable.

Robert H. Kupperman, Richard H. Wilcox, Harvey A. Smith

Many alarming trends of our pres-
ent culture share common roots. World-
vide inflation, worldwide resource
shortages, extensive famine, and the
nexorable quest for more deadly weap-
ns may very well reach crisis pro-
&gt;ortions if these trends continue. They
serve already as examples of national
and international failures of efficient
resource allocation and communica-

ions. It is important that we under-

stand the possible future implications
‘hat these failures hold and, more im-
&gt;ortant, that we develep means for
‘ealing with them.

[n discussing the crisis management
demanded by such situations it is
.empting to start by defining what is
neant by a crisis, but this is a difficult

matter. Crises are matters of degree,
being emotionally linked to such sub-
jective terms as calamity and emer-

gency. In fact it is not necessary to
define crises in order to discuss prob-
lems generally common to their man-

agement, including the paucity of ac-
curate information, the communica-
tions difficulties that persist, and the

hanging character of the players as
.he negotiations for relief leave one or
more parties dissatisfied.

In a sense, crises are unto the be-

holder. What is a crisis to one individ-

sal or group may not be to another.

However, crises are generally distin-
guished from routine situations by a
sense of urgency and a concern that

oroblems will become worse in the
ibsence of action. Vulnerability to the
:ffects of crises lies in an inability to
nanage available resources in a way

hat will alleviate the perceived prob-
ems tolerably. Crisis management,
hen, requires that timely action be
aken both to avoid or mitigate un-

lesirable developments and to bring
wout a desirable resolution of the
rroblems,

Crises may arise from natural causes

x may be induced by human adver-
saries, and the nature of the manage-
nent required in response differs ac-

cordingly. Thus the actions required
0 limit physica! damage from a severe

wrricane and to expedite recovery
tom it differ substantially from the
actics needed to minimize the .eco-

10mic effects of a major transportation
strike and to moderate the conditions
vhich caused it. Yet each also exhibits
ome characteristics of the other. For
'xample, recovery from the devastation

Dr. Kupperman is Chief Scientist and Mr. Wil-
ox is Chief of Military Affairs of the U.S. Arms
control uw... Diszmament Agency, Washington,
D.C. 206421. Dr. Smith is Professor of Mathe-
natics at Oakland University, Rochester, Michi-
ran 48063

18 If the same naive aggrepation is carried out
for the 85 departments used in most of the
analysis, N = 12,654, x?=105.6, df = 1.
P=0.
The investigation was initiated by E.AH.,
using data retrievable from a computerized
system developed by V. Aldrich. Advice on
statistical procedures jin the later stages of
the investigation was provided by P.J.B., and
programming and other computation was done
by J W.O'C.

wrought by the hurricane’s wind and
floodwaters brings competition among
different managers whose conceptions
of recovery differ: Is the goal to re-
establish the status quo, including
slums, or to seize upon the opportunity
for urban renewal? Similerly, a trass-
portation strike may cause such eco-

nomic chaos that the Congress—535
crisis managers—might threaten to pass
laws that are detrimental to a union

leadership’s prestige and control over
its members.

It is useful to note the characteris

dics common to most crisis manage-
nent. Perhaps the most frustrating is
ihe uncertainty concerning what has
happened or is likely to happen,
coupled with a strong feeling of the
aecessity to take some action anyway
‘before it is too late.” This leads to
an emphasis on garnering information:
military commanders press their in-
ielligence staffs, and civil leaders try to
get more out of their field personnel
and management information systems.
Unfortunately, few conventional in-
formation systems are equal to the task
of covering unconventional situations,
30 managers in a crisis must frequently
‘all back upon experience, intuition,
and bias to make ad hoc decisions (1).

The problems of uncertainty are ex-
acerbated by the dynamic nature of
many crises. Storms follow unpredict-
able courses; famine is affected by
vagaries in the weather; terrorists per-
‘orm apparently irrational acts; and
forcign leaders, responding to differ-
ent value systems or simply interpret.
ing situations differently, select unex-
oected courses of action. Thus, with
imited information and resources the

nanager may find it difficult just to
&lt;eep up with rapid developments, let
alone improve the overall picture of the
situation.

During a crisis, not only does an
nvelved manager suffer from peor in-
formation, but he has the problem of
identifying the objectives he wishes to
accomplish and ordering them by
priority in accord with his limited re-
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The Contribution of Occupational Segregation

to Female-Male Wage Differentials

A

Marilyn Moon
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Barbara Zoloth
Institute for Research on Poverty

Virtually all researchers who have investigated the issue of sex

discrimination in the labor market agree that occupational segregation

is a major cause of observed wage differentials between men and women.

However, with a few important exceptions, most empirical studies of sex

discrimination have focused on wage discrimination within occupation.

Our study is an attempt to identify the degree to which occupational

segregation by sex contributes to wage differentials.

The absence of a good measure of job experience for women has,

until recently, been a major obstacle to investigating sex discrimination

in the labor market. This has not caused problems in studying men's

earnings because age (or current age minus age when finished schooling)

is a good proxy for the length of their labor market experience. Since

this is generally not true for women, most of the frequently used data

sources are inappropriate. However, the National Longitudinal Survey

(NLS) contains sufficiently detailed retrospective and panel-type infor-

mation about labor market experience for our purposes.

We are investigating occupational segregation via the following

procedures. Using the NLS sample of mature men, we predict current

occupation from productivity characteristics, primarily using those

Factors commonly considered to be appropriate determinants of earnings,



such as education and experience. To accomplish this, we use a

statistical technique that allows us to predict the value of a multiple

category qualitative dependent variable, since occupation is neither

cardinal nor ordinal. We then predict, for the NLS sample of mature

women, the occupational distribution of women assuming that they are

subject to the same structure of determination as men, i.e., using the

parameters estimated from the male sample. Apart from general equili-

brium effects, which we implicitly ignore, we thus get an estimate of

what occupations women would occupy if they were "treated" the same as

men with respect to occupational assignments.

Once we have simulated an occupational distribution for women, we

can then assign them hypothetical wage rates. The choice of wage rates

to assign depends on the question being examined. If we assign women

the current median female wage in their "simulated" occupation, compari-

son of the resulting wage distribution with the observed distribution of

women's wages indicates the potential wage effects of removing occupa-

tional barriers. On the other hand, if the current male wage is used,

the same comparison reveals the effects of both removing occupational

barriers and eliminating wage discrimination within occupation. Thus

our results provide an estimate of the relative extent to which female-

male wage differentials are attributable to occupational segregation

rather than to wage discrimination.


